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The role of the urban African American entrepreneur in contributing to the
socioeconomic well-being of the working-class community has been overlooked by
social work researchers and social policy analysts. This study is an effort to correct
mis oversight and offers African American community well-being as a construct to
assist practitioners in conceptualizing African American community life and culture in
a para-apartheid condition.
Efforts to understand this phenomenon are not new. In recent years, sociolo
gists and economists have recognized this urban phenomenon and, as a result, have
made efforts to explain African American entrepreneurship within their respective
disciplines. For example, Butler (1991) introduced the sociology of entrepreneurship,
which places particular emphasis on group characteristics and the development of
business activity of African Americans; Bates (1997), an economist, looked at firm
formation among traditional and emerging African American entrepreneurs; and
Boston (1997), also an economist, offered a bold strategy for increasing employment
opportunities with emerging African Americans enterprises. Social work researchers
and social policy analysts, on the other hand, tend to focus their research on the
amelioration of urban social problems, rather than economic self-help. This approach
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is influenced by their view of urban life as a preponderance of underclass behavioral
patterns such as high birth rate (Thompson & Peebles-Wilkins, 1992), low educational
attainment (Dupper & Poertoer, 1997), and gang activity (Spergel & Grossman,
1997). As a result, social work researchers and social policy analysts have postulated
few, if any, conceptual ideas about the positive role of urban African American
entrepreneurs.
The oversight by social work researchers and policy analysts appears to be
related to the following two reasons: First, is the tendency of social workers and
social policy analysts to focus on the urban working class in a state of unemployment
(Macarov, 1988; Sales, 1995), thereby ignoring employment and underemployment
issues. This approach to unemployment appears to be related to professional literature
on how to "unravel" policy on social and economic justice issues (Figueira-
McDonough, 1993; Gil, 1998). For example, Gil, a leading social policy analyst and
social work professor, advocates that social workers address economic injustice by
becoming "radical" and adopting democratic socialist solutions to unemployment, such
as consumer cooperatives and guaranteed full employment (Gil, pp. 58-59). In the
true orthodox radical tradition, Gil's disdain for capitalism does not allow him to
unravel economic injustice issues far enough to consider that not only are jobs
critical, but the entrepreneurial activities that produce jobs seem to be a concomitant
consideration in terms of service and the overall well-being of the African American
community. This is unfortunate. Even when Gil recognizes that the U.S. will remain
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a capitalistic society, he promotes consumer cooperatives as a significant action
strategy for gradually replacing capitalism (Gil, 1998, p. 59).
The second reason for the oversight is the tendency for these professions to
pull from traditional social science literature written in the liberal or radical
paradigmatic traditions that embrace the following three beliefs: (1) an adherence to
the "pathological model" as the appropriate approach to urban life and culture. The
pathological model is a label used by Lou Ferman et al. (1969) to criticize the use of
the deficit approach by social scientists. The deficit approach depicts urban African
Americans as biologically and psychologically inferior and possessing anomalous
behavior; (2) a noncritical reliance on the meta-narrative of Marx; and (3) a disregard
for the relationship of African American nationalism to entrepreneurship. Each of
these three beliefs, separate and in concert, have impacted the limited formulation of
conceptual ideas on African American entrepreneurship in the social science literature.
Pathological Model
The pathological model, or deficit view of urban African Americans, has been
tenaciously used by the liberal tradition to justify the lack of effective social and
economic programs in urban areas. This recurring deficit theme revisits the culture of
poverty discussion first posed by Oscar Lewis (1966/1969). In his research, Lewis
ascribed certain traits to the poor such as feelings of inferiority, dependency, and
inability to delay gratification. But the most damaging of Lewis' assertions was that
the low level of social organization in urban communities produced a culture that was
self-perpetuating, anomalous, psychopathological, and most importantly, unchanged
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by the efforts of social workers (Lewis, pp. 410-415). Lewis justified his use of the
pathological model by stating he was trying to present a conceptual model that
described in "positive terms a sub-culture of Western society" (Lewis, p. 406).
Lewis, who was highly criticized, later revised his position to include the
impact of external forces on individual cultural development (Steinberg, 1981).
However, his original premise forms the basis of the writings of Wilson (1987), a
social scientist, and Magnet (1993), a political writer. Bom Wilson and Magnet try to
distance themselves from the Lewis controversy without much success. Wilson's
concept of "urban social isolation," although cloaked in radical rhetoric, is similar to
Lewis' theory of low social organization and advocates urban renewal through
relocation of the poor (Wilson, 1987, p. 158), whereas Magnet's urban life stories,
thinly veiled in journalistic prose, depict individual problems as evidence of pathology
and evoke many of the negative stereotypes used by Lewis (Magnet, pp. 40-56).
The attempts by Wilson and Magnet to separate the "worthy poor" from those
with "poverty of culture" constitute blaming the victim and are reminiscent of
Frazier's pejorative moralism toward the urban poor. Just as Frazier's work briefly
became a tool for political intervention into the public affairs of the poor (Valentine,
1968, p. 29), Wilson and Magnet's revisiting of the culture of poverty discussion has
become political fodder for social policy analysts (Magnet, 1987).
Orthodox Radical View of Capitalism
The second factor creating oversight by social workers is the radical tradition's
disdain for capitalism. This repudiation of capitalism is based on the meta-narrative of
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Marx (1887/1984). Marx's account of the duality between the grand bourgeoisie and
the proletariat sets up the entrepreneurial class to be seen as inherently exploitive of
the working class and, therefore, cannot be trusted. Furthermore, the lumpen-
proletariat, or underclass, is pejoratively described as the "lowest sediment of the
surplus population, the stagnant...a self-reproducing and self-perpetuating element of
the working class taking a proportionately greater part in the greater increase of that
class than the other elements...the absolute size of the families stand in inverse
proportion to the height of wages..." (Marx, p. 602). Marx's witting or unwitting use
of such language makes it compatible with the pathological model of the urban poor.
Therefore, Marx's meta-narrative should be used with caution when framing the
discussion of entrepreneurship and its relationship to the well-being of the urban
community. This orthodox approach to capitalism can be seen in social work, as well
as in other social science literature. For example, Rein (1970), a prominent radical
social worker, uses this tradition in his critique of the dedication of professional social
workers to social and economic justice issues.
Rein insinuates that there has been complicity between social workers and the
capitalistic system, whereby social workers support policies of employment that
exploit the able-bodied poor to preserve the work ethic. He admonishes social
workers to repudiate dominant norms and adhere to the "radical creed" in which there
is a commitment to "redistribution, reducing inequalities, and altering social
conditions - political, economic, and social - as a precondition for individual change"
(Rein, 1970, p. 25).
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Outside of the field of social work, those writing in a contemporary radical
tradition tend to fall into two genres: writers from the political aspects and those who
write in the area of political economy. Writers from the political aspects of the radical
tradition, such as Marable (1983) and Boggs (1971), view capitalism as economically
underdeveloping the ghetto, while those who write in the area of political economy
(Allen, 1969; Tabb, 1970) view the ghetto as similar to African colonization. The
writings of Marable and Boggs represent exemplars for the particular strand of radical
analysis, which puts more emphasis on the political process. However, by writing in
the political economy of the radical tradition, Allen and Tabb tend to make an
analysis that may be closer to the one being developed in this paper. That is, the
activity of the marketplace is not viewed as separate from the state; government,
through its actions, may influence who actually enters the marketplace. The fact,
however, that both of these groups limit their analysis to the geo-political space of the
ghetto, has been criticized by both Harris (1972) and Foster (1978).
Harris dismisses the colonial analogy used by Tabb as being too simplistic.
Harris asserts that there are spheres of exploitation of African Americans living in
urban areas and that this exploitation is tied to the general operation of the capitalistic
system, and is not just a manifestation of colonial exploitation (Harris, 1972, p. 28).
Foster (1978), on the other hand, argues that Tabb's approach gives spatial
consideration by focusing particularly on the location of the ghetto and its inhabitants
who are either unemployed or underemployed in the secondary labor market. Tabb
seems unable to reconcile where the urban poor work in the secondary labor market,
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their trek to work and how this, in turn, brings certain experiences back into the
ghetto. Therefore, he is unable to see employment in the secondary labor market
outside the ghetto as a concomitant consideration to a spatial analysis of the ghetto
(Foster, p. 82). In addressing this limitation, Foster offers the para-apartheid, or
"advanced" apartheid, model that sees advanced separatism in the ghetto as being an
extension of separatist practices that existed during slavery. In this sense, the U.S. is
viewed as having a "head start" on the South African practice of apartheid. Para-
apartheid is also more economically advanced, in that passbooks and military
enforcement were not required to maintain cheap labor and control of the working
class community (Foster, 1978, p. 86).
The para-apartheid model thus supports the premise of this writer's study
which asserts that African Americans, historically, have been restricted as
entrepreneurs to an urban marketplace with consumers who have disproportionate low
disposable income. In this analysis, critical consideration is given to the fact that these
workers trek to and work in low-wage jobs in the secondary labor market outside the
ghetto. Therefore, the para-apartheid model is a guiding conceptualization of this
study and assists in addressing entrepreneurship as a social and economic justice
issue.
In addition to the para-apartheid model, the work of Stuart and Butler
regarding the restricted marketplace has also advised and influenced the direction of
this study. For example, the racial enclave analysis, which grows out of Stuart's
(1940/1969) "economic detour" approach, is compatible with the notion of African
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Amencan entrepreneurs restricted to race-specific districts with low-income clientele.
Therefore, this confluence of ideas gives support to the advanced separateness exper
ienced by consumers and entrepreneurs in the urban area. Moreover, and finally, the
historical revisionist approach of Butler (1991), offering the truncated Afro-American
middleman, finally adds to the overall conceptualization of urban entrepreneurs. The
interplay of these theories within the para-apartheid model of urban African
Americans will be further discussed in Chapter Two.
African American Nationalism
The last factor contributing to the oversight by social workers and social policy
analysts is the disregard of African American nationalism and its relationship to
entrepreneurship. This oversight has resulted in a dearth of liberal and radical social
science literature on African American nationalism. Foster (1980), recognizing this
void, offered the following explanation. First, literature written from the liberal
tradition (1) tends to be ahistorical, that is, historical antecedents are not brought to
bear when discussing a contemporary phenomenon. Therefore, African American
protest, such as the riots of the 1960s, would be seen as anomalous and not an
extension of riotous behavior in the 1930s; (2) overlooks African American
nationalism and its historical antecedents as a recurring theme evident during
disenfranchisement in given historical epochs such as Jim Crow segregation, the
Depression and the Civil Rights Movement; (3) view African American culture as
deficient and therefore incorporates nationalistic tendencies, including "buy Black"
campaigns and economic boycotts, that can be viewed as pathological and nonsen-
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sical; and (4) did not have a general conceptualization of African American
nationalism and ethnicity that was integral to the African American tradition of self-
help and created the potential for social change (Foster, 1980).
The radical tradition, in contrast to the liberal tradition, tends to (1) be
historical having both empirical and conceptual information and more practice around
the question of nationalism and nationalistic organizations; and (2) see nationalism as
growing out of subjugation and causing group solidarity. However, the question of
nationalism tends to be discussed from two related, yet different, genres: (1) the
orthodox radical analysis which uses a Marxist meta-narrative and contrasts black
nationalism to the nationalistic tendencies of other ethnic minorities in modern nation-
states (Bracey, Meier, & Rudwick, 1970); and (2) the radical black sociological
analysis as put forth by Watson (1976) which offers an ideological commitment to
study social change as a means of releasing African Americans from race-related
social oppression. This change-oriented approach is in keeping with the social work
profession and the radical paradigmatic tradition that has influenced this study.
The use of the Marxist meta-narrative to address nationalism caused some
leading radical scholars to dissent from the orthodox radical tradition. Radical
scholars such as Oliver Cox (1948), C. L. R. James (1989), George Padmore (1971),
and Harold Cruse (1967) are examples of those who broke with the orthodox radical
tradition on the question of nationalism and, in the 1960s, began writing using a neo-
Marxist radical analysis. Nevertheless, even within this context, it appears that
contemporary Marxists have come to view the question of entrepreneurship in a pre-
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sumptuous pejorative manner. For example, Cruse, in The Crisis of the Negro
Intellectual, broke away from orthodox Marxism around the question of nationalism,
but still applied the metaphysics of Marxist thought to African American
entrepreneurship.
The intent of this study, although influenced by the black radical sociological
tradition, is to correct the shortcomings of this tradition, as it relates to African
American entrepreneurship and nationalism. Therefore, this study is arguably an
attempt to offer an "intra-societal paradigmatic" comment on the black radical
sociological tradition. A case in point is Bracey et al. (1970, pp. lvi-lvix) who began
writing in a radical neo-black tradition around the question of nationalism. In this
sense Bracey was representative of those writing in this contemporary radical tradition
in the 1960s and addressed such issues as nationalism and the pathological model
(Scott, 1997, pp. 176-177). However, Bracey falls back into an orthodox Marxist
metaphysics in his analysis of entrepreneurs and labels them as self-serving
"bourgeois nationalists" or "bourgeois capitalists" (1970, p. xxvii). Therefore,
Bracey's analysis is no different from that of conservatives or liberals using the
pathological model relative to seeing entrepreneurship in a presumptuous and
pejorative manner. Frazier (1957/1962) offers a similar, but pathological, analysis of
the black bourgeoisie that is largely rhetorical with no supporting survey or empirical
data. Frazier's notion of African American behavior as pathological and emulating
Euro-American lifestyles is a well-worn theme throughout all of his writings.
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Of the writings about nationalism that use a radical Black sociological analysis,
Rose (1949) is representative of Euro-Americans who write in this genre. Rose's
work on the morale of African Americans is considered exemplary. Rose, one of the
few American researchers to work with Gunnar Myrdal (1944/1996), dissented from
Myrdal's use of the pathological model. He chose instead to write about the positive
group identification he observed among African Americans. He noted that during
times of adversity, African Americans were unified and acted in a concerted manner
to achieve the group's goals; he termed this behavior as "morale." This morale often
manifested itself in "protest" during elections, and "expressions of pride" through
membership in organizations such as the United Negro Improvement Association
(Rose, pp. 40-56). Although Rose's work is an exemplar that contributes to a
conceptualization of African American nationalism, his work is relatively unknown
and is not often cited in the social science literature.
This dichotomy in the radical tradition, as well as the dearth of social science
literature, has precluded not only an adequate conceptualization of African American
nationalism but also the formulation of a definition. This is evident in the work of
Bracey et al., which defines black nationalism simply as "race solidarity" and
entrepreneurship as "economic nationalism":
The term Black nationalism has been used in American history
to describe a body of social thought, attitudes, and actions...
The simplest expression of racial feelings that can be called
a form of black nationalism is racial solidarity. It generally
has no ideological or programmatic implications beyond the
desire that black people organize themselves on the basis of
their common color and oppressed condition... Economic
nationalism includes both capitalist and socialist outlooks.
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The capitalist wing, or bourgeois nationalists, advocates either
controlling the black segment of the marketplace by attempting
to establish black businesses and by "buy-black" campaigns,
or establishing a black capitalist economy parallel to the
economy of the dominant society (Bracey et al.,1970, pp.
xxvi-xxvii).
Such an analysis presents entrepreneurship as an exploitative endeavor,
misdirected or even disconnected, from nationalistic tendencies. This study, however,
does not consider this analysis useful for understanding the relationship of nationalism
to entrepreneurship, and therefore, offers nascent nationalism as the operative
definition used in this study. Nascent nationalism refers to the cresting of nationalistic
sentiment without the existence of tenets to guide behavior (Foster, notes, 10/28/95).
However, it is possible to have nationalistic entrepreneurial activity whether or not the
goal of the activity is social change. This has been shown historically and in a
contemporary sense as offered in this study. Historically, this is seen in MyrdaFs
unwitting acknowledgment that entrepreneurs tended to speak out for the masses of
African Americans whose interests were convergent with their own (Myrdal, 1944,
pp. 804-805). This contradiction shows that caste-class phenomena among African
American defy a simple Marxist class analysis.
In this sense, nascent nationalism is a feeling of heightened ethnicity and
peoplehood that gives strong direction towards group solidarity and betterment
without offering tenets that would guide behavior and group mobility. Nascent
nationalism, therefore, is not a true "ism" (i.e., a basic truth used to guide action or
behavior), but during heightened periods of ethnicity, it will attach itself to various
tenets. Because nascent nationalism generally appears during worsening conditions, it
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is die precursor to the question of nationalism and considers which tenets will guide
African Americans to group welfare. In this sense, entrepreneurship is usually
considered as one approach for improving group welfare.
It is the position of this author that African American nationalism is critical if
one is to put African American entrepreneurship in its proper context within the
American capitalistic system. Understanding nascent nationalism assists in this
analysis by indicating a relationship between heightened ethnicity and subsequent
social change efforts. African American entrepreneurship is an extension of
nationalism and evidences the resolve of African Americans to choose self-help during
historical periods of social and economic subjugation.
In summary, the lack of conceptual ideas by social workers and social policy
analysts on die positive role of the urban African American entrepreneur has been due
to their focusing primarily on unemployment and a reliance on social science
literature influenced by the orthodox liberal and radical traditions. What follows this
discussion is an historical overview of the major works written in the liberal and
radical traditions which significantly impacted research and policy formulation
regarding African American entrepreneurship.
Historical Background
The definitive works of Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess (1921), E.
Franklin Frazier (1939; 1957/1962) and Gunnar Myrdal (1944/1996) are representa
tive of the orthodox liberal tradition. Their works will be discussed as they relate to
African American entrepreneurship and how these beliefs take shape and form in:
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(1) the pathological model of the ghetto; (2) orthodox radical tradition; and (3) the
alleged nonexistence or nonsensical nature of African American nationalism.
During the time when the aforementioned works were published, there was
also another trend of thought that may be identified in three particular exemplars that
have remained virtually unknown to social workers and social policy analysts: First,
DuBois (1899/1971) documented the phenomenon of ex-slaves engaging in emerging
entrepreneurial ventures at the turn of the 20th century. Secondly, Stuart (1940/1969)
depicts African American entrepreneurs operating in a race-based marketplace during
segregation, and lastly Pierce (1947/1995) records emerging business ventures and
business education during the beginning trend of integration. These works represent a
set of exemplars from a tradition outside of the purview of orthodox liberal-
conservative social sciences and will be presented in more detail in Chapter Two.
Pathological Model: Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess
Robert E. Park, known as the father of modern sociological research on
African American problems, was a profound liberal who "possessed of praiseworthy
attitudes towards Negroes, but still strongly opposed to any definition of them as fully
equal to whites..." (Cox, 1970, p. 28). Park honed his racist beliefs regarding the
necessity of a segregated African American marketplace while working with Booker
T. Washington during the development of the Negro Business League (Stanfield,
1985). The Negro Business League was financed by Julian Rosenwald as an effort to
"demonstrate the feasibility of black business development in a formally segregated
society as a source of black self-help" (Stanfield, p. 40). Park worked closely with
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Washington until 1912, when Park began to feel that Washington's beliefs of racial
accommodation and industrial education for African Americans were beginning to
wane (Stanfield, p. 42). While at Tuskegee, Park accepted an offer of employment
from the Department of Sociology at the University of Chicago. Upon his arrival at
the University of Chicago, he began to work closely with Ernest W. Burgess. Burgess
obviously shared his beliefs in the biological deterministic assertions in temperament
and enterprise of African Americans. As the following excerpt would indicate, by
1921 Park clearly was expressing a pathological position on African American
enterprise grounded in societal racism:
The temperament of the Negro...consists in a few elementary
but distinctive characteristics, determined by physical organi
zations and transmitted biologically. These characteristics
manifest themselves.. .in a disposition for expression rather
than enterprise and action. The Negro is, by natural disposi
tion, neither an intellectual or idealist, like the Jew; nor a
brooding introspective, like the East Indian; nor a pioneer or
frontiersman, like the Anglo-Saxon... He is...the lady among
the races (Park & Burgess, 1921, p. 139).
This textbook, from which this quote is taken, containing Park's and Burgess'
racist beliefs and separatist ideology, was used extensively by sociologists and formed
the basis for a plethora of research conducted by Park and his students during his
tenure at the University of Chicago.
Park, Burgess, and McKenzie (1925/1967) also collaborated on The City,
which applied an ecological model to the urban area. Although this model was
criticized (Martindale, 1958, pp. 31-32), it was a new approach that represented
advances in using systematic fieldwork to collect primary data which was, by design,
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inherently patiiological and deviant. Within this ecological framework of community
life and social stratification, Burgess questioned the effectiveness of the work
performed by settlement workers and whether or not social work was a science:
"Neighborhood work at present and as now practiced cannot, for two reasons, be said
to be based upon science. First, the social sciences — and I refer to sociology in
particular ~ have at present little to offer as a scientific basis for social work;
secondly, what knowledge the social sciences have accumulated has been used little,
or not at all, by neighborhood workers" (Park et al., 1925/1967, p. 142). Burgess felt
that in order for social workers to take a scientific approach, they must study social
"forces" rather than community "factors."
In the 1930s, the Department of Sociology at the University of Chicago
became known as the "Chicago School" for its pioneering research on urban culture.
However, there was a noticeable void on research of the African American
population. It was during this period that E. Franklin Frazier applied for a memorial
fellowship and submitted a proposal to study the urban African American family
(Stanfield, 1985, pp. 54-55). Frazier, the immediate past Director of the Atlanta
University School of Social Work, hastily fled Atlanta after offending the middle class
with his radical rhetoric in his 1927 article, "The pathology of race prejudice" in
which he compared Euro-American racism to insanity (Platt & Chandler, 1988, p.
293). Using existing case data and die pathological model, Frazier cleverly framed his
proposal within the ecological perspective developed by Park and Burgess. Given the
timeliness of his proposal on the urban African American family and his well-
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conceived research strategy, Frazier was invited to the Chicago School as a social
worker (Stanfield, p. 55). Frazier's writings, however, would prove to have a legiti
mizing and pejorative influence on future research and subsequent policy formulation
on matters concerning the urban African American culture and entrepreneurship.
Pathological Model: E. Franklin Frazier
Although Frazier had come out of a nationalistic and change-oriented school of
social work, he shifted away from the radical values and social practice found in the
profession of social work, and notably, the progressive African American expression
of social work. Thereafter, writing in the Chicago School tradition, Frazier began to
legitimize the use of the pathological model in a manner that possibly Park and
Burgess could not have done as European Americans. This is evident in his view of
pathology among the African American family, as well as the African American
entrepreneurial class. Although Frazier (1939) never asserted that African Americans
were biologically inferior, as did Park and Burgess, his assertions that urban African
American families were morally inferior, lacking culture and social stability was
supported by case studies collected from social workers who unwittingly colluded with
him prior to his going to Chicago. Most of his writing on the African American
family tends to be anecdotal and not empirically grounded. Nevertheless, Frazier
continued to use the model developed by his mentors and this is quite evident in the
research conclusions drawn by sociologist, John H. Stanfield:
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From Park, he borrowed the concept of assimilation in examining
empirically the different degrees to which white norms and values
were internalized by urban black families...Park also influenced
Frazier's crusade against the idea of survival of African culture...
and his assumptions about the urbanization of black southern
migrants as they came into contact with dominant European-
influenced urban culture... Frazier used Burgess* concentric
zone model to explain black class differentiation. Throughout
most of his career, Frazier closely adhered to the ideas borrowed
from his Chicago mentors.. .only toward the end of his life did
he begin to break away in disillusionment from these assump
tions (Stanfield, 1985, p. 55).
In addition to Stanfield, Frazier had contemporary critics from outside the field
of sociology. For example, his use of biased case data to support his assertions of
social deviance brought him to the attention of the renowned anthropologist, Charles
Valentine. Frazier's sociological writings had such influence on the general study of
African American life and culture, that Valentine, an anthropologist, had to comment
that his influence was so ubiquitous that it rolled over into the area of anthropology.
Valentine questioned the very methodology and legitimacy of Frazier's work as
indicated in the following excerpt:
An essential element in Frazier's reasoning is one that is...a
direct logical leap from social statistics, which are deviant in
terms of middle-class norms, to a model of disorder and in
stability. Such reasoning effectively eliminates consideration
of possible cultural forms that, in spite of differing from
Frazier's assumed standard, might have their own order and
functions (Valentine, 1968, p. 23).
Frazier's book, The Negro Family in the United States (1939), though
criticized by a number of African Americans scholars, was widely received by a
majority of Euro-American sociologists, which helped bring Frazier to prominence. It
was during his prominence that Frazier came to the attention of Gunnar Myrdal.
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African American Nationalism: Gunnar Myrdal
Gunnar Myrdal (1944/1996), an outspoken Swedish economist and liberal
social democrat, came to the U.S. at the request of the Carnegie Corporation to study
the "Negro problem" because of his assumed unbiased posture as a Scandinavian
social scientist. Myrdal's initial intention to conduct an ethnographic study quickly
deteriorated into research using extant data of other noted scholars, such as Frazier
and Arnold Rose. Frazier's depiction of the urban African American family as
"pathological" was proclaimed by Myrdal as such "an excellent description and
analysis of the American Negro family that it is practically necessary only to relate its
conclusions to our context and refer the reader to it for details" (Myrdal, p. 931).
However, after Myrdal's work was published, it was not only controversial for what
it included (Graubard, 1996; Southern, 1987; Stanfield, 1985), but also for its
exclusion of other aspects of African American life, particularly, African American
nationalism.
Myrdal conducted an extensive study on almost every aspect of the "Negro
problem" including African Americans involved in business enterprises. In the chapter
on "Negro Business," Myrdal curiously notes that from 1929-1939 there was a 28-
percent decrease in African American business from what was documented in 1910.
He dismisses the decrease in business by African Americans as a sign of the time:
"...days have passed when there was much of a future for small business, whether
negro or white" (Myrdal, 1944/1996, p. 310).
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Myrdal's quick dismissal of the downward trend in African American business
was based on his inability to conceptualize African American nationalism as a
legitimate phenomenon. For example, had Myrdal investigated further, he would have
seen that the period 1910-1929 was characterized by heightened nationalism and
business growth for African Americans. This boon was spearheaded by two major
social movement organizations, the National Negro Business League (NNBL) and the
United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA). These two social movements were a
response to the Plessy vs. Ferguson Decision. In 1900, Booker T. Washington
spearheaded the NNBL to encourage enterprise in certain business niches as a means
of economic stability for African Americans. In 1916, the UNIA, led by Marcus
Garvey, was a mass movement for the working class, which promoted nationalism
through economic independence and entrepreneurship. Garvey's beliefs in self-help,
leadership, and business enterprise were heavily influenced by Washington, and later
became the theoretical basis for "Garveyism" (Clarke, 1974, p. 6). Garvey came to
the U.S. in 1916 seeking to be mentored by Washington; however, Washington died
in 1915.
The NNBL and UNIA organizations, and their accompanying slogans and boy
cotts, were all clear indications of nationalism, racial pride, and protest; however,
these factors were overlooked by Myrdal, who chose to view participation in these
organizations as an ideological dilemma faced by African American entrepreneurs
operating in a segregated marketplace:
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But when all is said — when it is granted that there is no prospect
that Negro business will ever develop to great importance and that,
in any case, even if the business class is benefitted, no great gains
are assured to the mass of the Negro people... The chief advantage
is the tiny Negro business and professional class itself, which lives
by providing goods and services to Negroes... This class can be
depended upon to voice the interests of the broad masses of Negroes,
simply because its own interests are convergent with those of the
masses of Negroes (emphasis added)... He might sometimes exploit
the masses mercilessly. But fundamentally he must want the Negroes
to get employment and good pay.. .because otherwise he will fail
himself (Myrdal, 1944/1996, pp. 804-805).
In the aforementioned statement, Myrdal unwittingly shows a contradiction
regarding the caste-class argument. In this view, the African American petty
bourgeoisie would not have class or race identity and would therefore emulate the
behavior of Euro-Americans. However, in the above cited statement, Myrdal states
that this group can be depended upon to voice the concerns of the "masses." This is a
total contradiction for a group that supposedly looks "outwardly" to Euro-Americans.
The characterization of African American entrepreneurs as exploitive demeaned the
efforts of those entrepreneurs who served their community and acted as leaders in
social movement organizations. By seeing African American business as an outgrowth
of misplaced ethnicity and nationalism, Myrdal places these entrepreneurs in the
middle of the question of the viability of African American business in the larger
economy.
Although Myrdal admittedly missed the phenomenon of nationalism and
entrepreneurship, he did not miss the opportunity to express his personal gratitude to
Rose in the 20th Anniversary edition of An American Dilemma for his postscript on
social change (Myrdal, 1944/1996, p. xxxiv). Also, it should be noted that Rose
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dissented with Myrdal's view of African American entrepreneurship and saw it as an
outgrowth of group identification and not as an ideological dilemma. In his
characterization of these businessmen, Rose did not see the entrepreneur as "economic
men" seeking business only for pecuniary gain. He saw this group achieving
pecuniary gain, then using it in a manner that contributed to the community well-
being (Rose, 1949, p. 120). Rose's exemplar has buttressed the focus and
conceptualization of this study. Rose's initial work with Myrdal and his view of
nationalism places his work, wittingly or unwittingly, within the black radical
tradition in sociology. His emphasis on race-related social oppression, therefore,
contributes to further thinking and development of the African American community
well-being construct.
Although Frazier's work was also formed in close collaboration with Myrdal,
he, unlike Rose, continued writing in the tradition of Myrdal and saw African
American entrepreneurial involvement in social movements as propagating the myth
of business, not evidence of cohesion.
African American Capitalism: E. Franklin Frazier
Frazier viewed African American entrepreneurs as a pathological version of
the grand bourgeoisie whose role was to further the "myth" of African American
business: "...their attempt to maintain the style of living of the white propertied
classes has only emphasized the unreality of their way of life. Faith in the myth of
Negro business, which symbolizes the power and status of white America, has been
the main element in the world of make-believe that the black bourgeoisie has created"
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(Frazier, 1957/1962, p. 141). Cox, writing out of the radical tradition, argues that
Frazier's depiction of this class as espousing feelings of inferiority, insecurity, and
self-hatred possibly arises out of his own feelings of inadequacy:
Throughout his post-doctoral writings one finds in Frazier
a red thread of mordant cynicism and doubt - a lack of self-
confidence. Besides the Chicago outlook...he made the mistake...
of studying "the Negro" exclusively to gain an understanding
of race relations. His efforts thus became barren of theoretical
structure... Confining his vision to the "Negro problem" with
out investigating its settings in its capitalistic milieu, Frazier
apparently subconsciously arrived at a conviction that this un
toward behavior is inherent, and thus he succumbed to self-
condemnation. . .frustration and disillusionment seemed to deepen,
and he obviously struck out against his race in disgust. The
target was the very middle class to which he himself belonged
(Cox, 1970, p. 29).
Frazier ended his life defending himself to those tolerant of him (Cox, 1970).
While we may never fully understand Frazier's apparent intellectual betrayal of the
African American middle class, his writings left many confused. What is not
generally apparent, however, is that although Frazier may have dissented in some
interpersonal way that may be considered by some as "radical," his radicalism was
nevertheless rhetorical. His analysis was liberal conservatism and this was confusing
to some (Foster, notes, 2/17/95). Frazier thus combines the liberal pathological view
with the alleged radical's disdain for the bourgeoisie class sector, and therefore,
collaborates in two traditions in vilifying African American entrepreneurs so they are
neither studied nor comprehended.
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Statement of the Problem
The dearth of literature offering a positive conceptualization of African
American entrepreneurship has caused social workers and social policy analysts to
overlook entrepreneurship as a critical aspect of urban community well-being. This
absence has overshadowed both a conceptual and substantive analytical approach to
the formulation of constructs on African American entrepreneurship as indicated in
the following discussion on ethnic enterprise. This discussion is not intended to be
exhaustive, but is representative of theories that have contributed to the mis-
conceptualization or lack of an adequate framework for studying African American
entrepreneurship. These theoretical approaches fall into three broad categories:
collectivist theory, middleman theory, and colonial model theory.
Collectivist Approach
The first approach, the collectivist or cultural analysis approach, explains how
ethnic minorities gain economic stability through entrepreneurship. The collectivist
approach uses the pathological model to explain why African Americans have not
"succeeded" in business enterprise as other ethnic minorities. The work of Light and
Rosenstein (1995) is a case in point. Their study portrays urban African American
inhabitants as criminals with a weak family structure, low literacy and a penchant for
entrepreneurship only when it includes illegal ventures (Light & Rosenstein, pp. 210-
226). Their study revisits the culture of poverty analysis and depicts the urban poor as
lacking the ability to engage in legitimate entrepreneurial ventures unless they are
"educated" about entrepreneurship before they have a chance to become criminals.
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This collectivist approach is also demonstrated in the research by Wilson and
Martin (1982). This work uses an ahistorical comparison of Cuban business enclaves
developed in the 1970s as the current status of African American business. African
American businesses are described as an extension of the periphery economy, while
the Cubans developed an enclave economy that is horizontally and vertically
integrated. Wilson and Martin attribute the apparent lack of success among African
American entrepreneurs to pathological traits that impede the development of a similar
ethnic business enclave. These traits include (1) preferring the short-term gain of
working in white-owned businesses to the long-term gratification and benefits of
entrepreneurship; (2) the absence of cohesion and networking among African
American entrepreneurs; and (3) pilferage by consumers (Wilson & Martin, p. 157).
Middleman Theory
The codification of the literature around the middleman minority theory and
the creation of ethnic enterprise constitute the second conceptual model. This direction
of thought is best seen in the work of Bonacich (1973) on middleman minorities. This
work is written from the liberal tradition and has a dearth of ethno-scientific
information on African American culture, notably the relationship of nationalism to
ethnicity. This discussion excludes any reference to African American middlemen
while presenting the cultural adjustment of other middleman minorities, such as the
Jews and Japanese. Bonacich asserts that one of the major distinguishing factors that
determines the economic adjustment of these other ethnic groups is the group
solidarity and practice of "sojourning." The practice of sojourning involves engaging
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in easily liquidated business enterprises, accumulating savings and sending money to
ones' homeland with plans to return in the future. As sojourners, these minorities
have no intention of settling in a country other than their homeland and this
experience causes host hostility in their adopted country. Bonacich's only reference
to African Americans is in her assumption that discrimination and hostility hurt
African American "group solidarity and pride," and this has precluded them, unlike
the Japanese, from being successful in ethnic enterprise (Bonacich, pp. 584-585).
Colonial Model
Although the middleman minority theory continues to be a force in the
literature, Bonacich departed from it and created a "thought piece" applying a colonial
model to the ethnic urban entrepreneur. Models clustered around this last approach
eschews the pathological model and instead offers a socio-structural analysis of the
political economy of urban life. Ironically, the tendency of the colonial model to see
capitalism as oppressive and the petit bourgeoisie as exploitative lends itself to a
pathological view of entrepreneurs. This is evident in Bonacich's thought piece in
which ethnic entrepreneurs are defined as petit bourgeoisie who are both "oppressed"
by the larger capitalistic system and "oppressors" who profit from disadvantaged
customers (Bonacich, 1987, pp. 461-465). This presumptuous and pejorative
conceptualization furthers the perception of African American entrepreneurs as
pathological and exploitive.
The collectivist, middleman, and colonial models have significantly precluded
the development of a conceptual and analytical approach to understanding how
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African Americans created racial enclaves. Recently, however, there has been an
effort to add another school of though to the theoretical conceptualization of ethnic
enterprise. Leading the effort is Butler (1991) who questioned the collectivist,
middleman and colonial literature with empirical data and an historical analysis of
African American enterprise. Butler proposes that social scientists use an approach
that considers the relationship between group characteristics and the development of
business activity. He terms this approach as the sociology of entrepreneurship:
The sociology of entrepreneurship moves the analysis from
a complete emphasis on topics such as assimilation and pre
judice to the development of ethnic enterprises which generates
economic stability for groups. Such an approach means there
is a concentration on the process by which ethnic groups develop,
maintain, and expand business enterprises within the economic
structure. In a real sense, it is the sociology of self-help, recog
nizing that groups develop economic stability as a result of
entrepreneurship (Butler, 1991, p. 1).
Out of this approach, Butler (1991) conceptually offers the "economic detour"
model (see Figure 1) from which he is indebted to the early work of Stuart. The
Stuart-Butler economic detour model considers that African Americans developed an
economic niche despite the inability to sojourn like other ethnic minorities. Central to
the economic detour model is that segregation forced African American entrepreneurs
to develop race-based enterprises outside the central business districts. This
significantly decreased the number of enterprises and forced the African American
working class into the role of consumers. The economic detour model is one of the
critical theories used in developing the African American Community Well-Being
construct and will be discussed further in Chapter Two.
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Figure 1
Heuristic Model of the Theory of Economic Detour
Societal hostility
(North & South)
Governmental programs in the
form of "Jim Crow laws" are
passed in the South*
Enterprises forced to move
from central business district
The development of a
one-race market for
Afro-American enterprises







""Although "Jim Crow" laws were a southern program, the increasing number
of ethnic groups and hostile racial attitudes contributed to an economic detour
in the North. Thus, the overall model is not southern specific.
Note. Entrepreneurship and self-help among black Americans: A reconsideration
of race and economics (p. 75), by J. S. Butler, 1991, Albany, NY: State University
ofNew York Press. Copyright by J. S. Butler. Reprinted with permission.
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In addition to the efforts of Butler, Bates (1997) offers an historical as well as
contemporary analysis of the development of Asian enterprise in the U.S. Citing the
work of Suzuki (1995), Bates attributes the development of an Asian economic niche
primarily to the practice of selective return migration. In his article, Suzuki notes that
from 1925-1942, this selective emigration practice returned 27,000 Japanese, or one
third of the total U.S. Japanese population, to their homeland. Of those returned,
most were employed in the lowest occupational categories such as laborers and
domestic workers (Suzuki, p. 892). Suzuki postulates that this practice was primarily
responsible for the apparent economic success rather than the oft-cited Japanese
"model minority" who developed ethnic enterprise in response to racial hostility.
Additionally, Bates offers a contemporary analysis of Asian business
enterprises that dispel many of the myths used to support the idea of Asians as model
minority entrepreneurs. While analyzing current Asian ventures, Bates found that (1)
Asians are not just "poor immigrants" but invest a large amount of human and
financial capital in their new small business; (2) contrary to popular belief, many of
these businesses reflect underemployment and working poverty for their owners just
as it does with other minorities; and (3) many of the rotating credit associations or
kye have practices similar to loan sharking with interest rates as high as 30% (Bates,
1997, pp. 4, 12, 202). These findings support his premise mat those engaging in
entrepreneurial ventures, regardless of ethnicity, are highly skilled and educated with
access to adequate financial resources.
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The efforts of Butler and Bates contribute to this study by offering models as
well as historical and contemporary data that help formulate a conceptualization of the
urban African American entrepreneur. Therefore, the intent of this study is to offer
African American community well-being as a construct that will help move, in a
heuristic way, towards further discussion and research.
Purpose
The primary purpose of this study is to conceptualize and examine the
relationship of African American business to community well-being. African
American entrepreneurship is seen as one approach to positive African American
community life and culture in a para-apartheid condition. Nevertheless, this construct
argues that other conceptualizations (e.g., pathological model and the orthodox radical
metaphysics) of urban areas are limited and philosophically their pre-conceived
notions are pejorative. African American community well-being offers that there is a
cohesive community as reflected in part by the tradition of entrepreneurship. Within
this context, the data and research of this value-based construct leads to a perceived
relationship between entrepreneurship and community organizations that is usually
overlooked when the pathological model is applied to the urban setting. Subsequently,
and for purposes of this study, entrepreneurship is considered as one aspect, but an
often overlooked yet critical aspect, of community well-being.
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Focus
This study will focus on African American entrepreneurship within Atlanta, a
large southeastern city that includes Fulton County and a small area of DeKalb
County. Atlanta will be used as the model for this study because it is believed to be
representative of a large city with a tradition of African American entrepreneurship.
Atlanta is a metropolitan city with diverse enterprises including service,
communication, and manufacturing, all of which influence African American
entrepreneurship. Atlanta is popularly known as the "black Mecca" for business
professionals, and many African Americans look to Atlanta for trends in
entrepreneurial opportunities.
In Atlanta there are 8,667 African American owned firms (U.S. Bureau of
Census, 1992) that exist within a diverse ethnic population that includes 264,262
African Americans; 122,327 whites; 563 American Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts;
3,498 Asians or Pacific Islanders; 7,525 of Hispanic origin; and 3,367 Other (1990
Census of Population). Therefore, this study will conceptualize Atlanta in the wider
sense as an ethnically diverse, multinational city with African American political
leaders, as well as a rich history as an African American ethnic enclave.
Significance
The literature revealed a dearth of social science research on the positive
contributions of African American entrepreneurs to die welfare of the urban
community, particularly in the areas of employment and social change. The study
attempted to fill this void in several significant ways. First, the study argued against
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the use of the pathological model as the only acceptable characterization of the urban
area and its residents. The study has shown that there is cohesion in the urban area
which can be seen in the tradition of African American entrepreneurship and the
involvement of these entrepreneurs in community organizations and institutions, as
well as, through their organic linkages to the working class. Secondly, African
American Community Well-Being is offered to assist social work practitioners and
social policy analysts in conceptualizing urban working class community life and
culture. The construct, therefore, would be helpful in the development of ideas for
future research, and in the formulation of social policy aimed at the urban working
class. Lastly, this pilot effort attempted to broaden the domain of social policy study
to include not only negative phenomena, but positive phenomena as well. The study,
by doing so, moves social work from its emphasis on unemployment and other urban
social problems, to positive issues such as employment and economic self-help.
Hypothesis
African American community well-being is related to self-help, employment,
the potential for social change, and the presence of African American entrepreneurs in
large urban areas. African American entrepreneurs can be categorized into three polar
types relative to their contributions to community well-being. These three polar types




1. There is no difference in the contributions to African American commumty
well-being by the three polar types of African American entrepreneurs.
2. There is a difference in the contributions to African American community
well-being by the three polar types of African American entrepreneurs.
Research Questions
1. What is the legal classification of these businesses?
2. What is the racial classification of the employees?
3. Where do the employees of these entrepreneurs live?
4. How does each type of entrepreneur define community well-being?
5. How are these entrepreneurs involved in issues related to the community?
6. What are the inter-relationship of networks, if any, among the three types of
African American entrepreneurial businesses?
Concepts Defined
1. Entrepreneur - an individual who establishes and manages a business for the
principal purpose of profit and growth. The entrepreneur is characterized
principally by innovative behavior and will employ strategic management
practices in the business (Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Carland, 1984, p. 358).
2. Small business owner - an individual who establishes and manages a business
for the principal purpose of furthering personal goals. The business must be
the primary source of income and will consume the majority of one's time and
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resources. The owner perceives the business as an extension of his or her
personality, intricately bound with family needs and desires (Carland et al.,
1984, p. 358).
3. Social justice - an ideal condition in which all members of a society have the
same basic rights, protection, opportunities, obligations, and social benefits
(Barker, 1995, p. 54).
4. Economic justice - understanding the dynamics and consequences of economic
injustice, including all forms of human oppression and discrimination and
implementing a wide range of interventions that further achievement of
individual and collective economic fairness and righteousness. (Council on
Social Work Education, Commission on Education Policy, Handbook of
Accreditation Standards and Procedures. 4th edition, July 1994, p. 140.)
5. Self-help - recognizes that groups develop economic stability as a result of
entrepreneurship and that there are sociological outcomes and values that form
in response to the ownership of enterprises that benefit their ethnic group such
as employment, social change, support of organizations and institutions, and
education (Butler, 1991, p. 2).
Limitations
This study is a preliminary pilot effort based on the intention of developing a
construct mat would hopefully lead to a collection of data on African American
entrepreneurs in the tradition of Black radical sociology. To this end, this effort used
two overarching methodologies. The first general, or theoretical methodologies,
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included three sub-set approaches: (1) constructive typology, (2) grounded theory, and
(3) historicism. The second organizing methodology was triangulation, consisting of
(1) participant observation, (2) survey data, and (3) content analysis. Notably, tin's is
an ambitious attempt in a very limited study. Therefore, the early obvious limitations
are: (1) it is a pilot effort that guides practice in a new direction and (2) restrictions
based on time, resources, and nature of the study. These methodological limitations
will be further addressed in Chapter Three.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
African American Community Well-Being is a contemporary conceptualization
that not only acknowledges that jobs are important to the urban working class, but the
entrepreneurial activities essential to business ownership appear to be concomitant to
the potential generation of individual and group activities that form the basis for social
change. Further, this construct offers that there is cohesion in the urban setting based
on the tradition of entrepreneurship and the relationships formed between community
organizations, institutions and African American entrepreneurs. It is this thesis that
will be explored throughout this review using social history, as well as contemporary
analysis of theories, models and social science literature.
Three theoretical approaches are combined to assist in the overall conceptual
ization of African American Community Well-Being. These three theories - para-
apartheid, economic detour, and truncated Afro-American middleman - form a
synthesis that (1) offers a para-apartheid analysis of urban African Americans
incorporating the neo-colonial and dual labor market models; (2) addresses the
question of how the economic detour has prevented African American entrepreneurs
from developing a persistent niche; and (3) notes the development of the truncated
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Afro-American middleman group and the values and contributions of these traditional
entrepreneurs to African American institutions and organizations.
This literature review begins with a historical account of the tradition of
African American entrepreneurship in the post-bellum period and the Jim Crow era.
African American Community Weil-Being is then offered as a construct using the
three previously mentioned theories. Next, the role of entrepreneurial ventures in
creating employment is presented using contemporary models that assist in
understanding the emerging and traditional African American entrepreneur in Atlanta.
This chapter concludes with a discussion of the African American entrepreneur and
the implications of social change.
Historical Review
Entrepreneurship has been a social and economic justice issue for African
Americans since they engaged in entrepreneurial ventures during slavery (Walker,
1986) and used their wages to purchase their personal freedom or that of their family
or to support abolitionist movements (Clarke, 1859/1969; Jay, 1838/1969). In the
post-bellum period, African Americans in the South began a tradition of
entrepreneurship that helped them adjust to racial hostility. In addition to this
hostility, what is evident is that during given historical epochs, codified laws and
customs were also used in such a way as to prevent African Americans from
developing an economic niche. This, however, did not destroy the tradition, but
served to increase nationalistic sentiment and fervor.
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Post-Bellum Period
At the turn of the century, African American entrepreneurs were engaging in
the "spirit of capitalism" in greater numbers than ever before. DuBois, eminent
scholar and sociologist at Atlanta University, recognized the phenomenon and
proceeded with the difficult task of conducting the first study of African American
enterprise:
For a Negro then to go into business means a great deal. It
is indeed a step in social progress worm measuring. It means
hard labor, thrift in saving, a comprehension of social move
ments and ability to learn a new vocation ~ all taking place,
not by conceited guided action, but spontaneously here and
there, in hamlet and city, North and South. To measure such
a movement is difficult, and yet worth the trial (DuBois,
1899/1971, p. 5).
DuBois condensed the findings into an exemplary work, The Negro in
Business, and presented the research at "The Study of Negro Problems" conference
held at Atlanta University in 1899. The conference, from its inception, not only
sought to document the "historical evolution" of African American businesses by
characterizing 1,906 African American businesses in 30 states, but also to promote
nationalistic sentiment through a belief in self-help. The conference set a precedent by
promoting African American enterprise through personal testimonials and the adoption
of resolutions regarding business training, patronage and development of Negro
Business Men's Leagues (DuBois, 1899/1971, pp. 1-66).
There are three significant outcomes of this exemplar that have particular
relevance for this study. First, the study captured the phenomenon of the children of
ex-slaves entering into emerging entrepreneurial enterprises. Fully, 32% of the
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businesses documented for this study had been established for less than one year and
the ventures represented new business areas such as banking, photography, general
merchandising, publishing and hotel management. This trend was in stark contrast to
the early post-bellum period, when most of the entrepreneurial ventures developed by
African Americans were based on previously acquired skills and represented
traditional business ventures such as barbering, restaurants, and catering (DuBois,
1899/1971).
Secondly, the study documented the significance of traditional entrepreneurial
ventures to the general community. The traditional business were not only the most
resilient, most existing 15 to 30 years, but the owners of these businesses were "the
leaders in all social movements among Negroes and held the major part of all the
accumulated wealth" (DuBois, 1899/1971, p. 10). This early acknowledgment
supports the thesis of this study that for African Americans the entrepreneurial
ventures and their subsequent activities must be considered concomitantly with the
potential for social change.
Lastly, of the data collected on businesses in Georgia, the sixty-one Atlanta
businesses showed a mixture of traditional and emerging ventures. One of the
emerging business types, the "merchant," was particularly noted by DuBois.
Interestingly, DuBois remarked that although African Americans were "born traders,"
the "merchant" was distinctly a post-bellum institution that was a direct descendant of
the plantation store-houses. In Atlanta, the merchant represented 45% of businesses,
with 27 of the 61 of those documented fitting the description of a grocery or general
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merchandise store and one business operating as a drugstore. Of these emerging
ventures, 14 had been in business for 10 to 30 years. The remaining businesses fell
into the traditional ventures such as barber shops, restaurants, wood yards, and meat
markets (DuBois, 1899/1971, p. 68). These Atlanta businesses depended primarily on
African American patronage, with only 10 ventures receiving trade from white
patrons, which signals that these businesses were already operating under an
"economic detour."
In sum, as DuBois noted, African Americans in Atlanta had forged a strong
business ethic in the post-bellum period that included traditional and emerging types
of enterprise. These entrepreneurs were poised to create a business niche that would
bring lasting economic stability and community well-being in the next century.
However, rather than economic prosperity, the new century ushered in the
codification of Jim Crow laws, and an era of economic disenfranchisement for the
African American entrepreneur.
The Jim Crow Era
During Reconstruction, African Americans experienced limited economic
disenfranchisement and, as DuBois noted, were able to build businesses based on the
skills acquired during slavery. However, with the 1899 Plessy vs. Ferguson decision,
African American entrepreneurs were forced to relocate their businesses in race-
specific districts and cater to their own race (Butler, 1991, p. 145). This economic
detour, as presented previously, created "race based" businesses restricting their
ability to grow their businesses due to inability to acquire loans, competitive business
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locations and a broad base of clientele. Despite the economic detour, African
Americans were able to capitalize on the economic prosperity created by the Industrial
Revolution and World War I, so the period from 1910 to 1929 was a time of
heightened nationalism and increased business enterprise. However, with the onset of
the Depression, African Americans once again found their communities and
businesses torn asunder by racist practices and polices.
Although there are no known studies that documented African American
entrepreneurship during the Depression, it is estimated that 13 to 15 million workers
lost their jobs and the New Deal supplied jobs to only one third of the unemployed.
African Americans represented a disproportionate number of those receiving job and
relief assistance (Trattner, 1994). Due to the social and economic justice issues that
surfaced during the Depression, the profession of Social Work rededicated itself to
social reform and unemployment relief. The Federal Emergency Relief Act (FERA)
was designed to address this issue and supported the hiring of social workers by
providing funds for training and stipulating that each relief administrator employ one
trained social worker for every twenty employees (Trattner, 1994). Forrester B.
Washington, Director of Atlanta University School of Social Work, took advantage of
this new effort and stressed the need for more African American social workers by
stating they were best suited for working with African American clients. This
approach resulted in increased funding for the Atlanta University School of Social
Work and jobs for its graduates (Washington, 1935). The shift in focus to
unemployment relief during the Depression helped to create the current philosophy in
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social work in which the unemployed are helped to "adjust" to their unemployment
status (Briar, 1983; Sales, 1995), rather than viewing alternatives such as
entrepreneurship.
African American businesses continued to operate during the Depression;
however, their existence was continually threatened by the National Recovery
Administration (N.R.A.). The N.R.A. was a federal agency that closed many small
businesses under the "codes of fair competition." So many African Americans lost
jobs and businesses due to NRA policies that it was often referred to as the "Negro
Removal Act" (Trattner, 1994). However, the businesses that continued to operate in
Atlanta were recorded in two little-known documents. The first, the 1937 convention
directory of the National Negro Business League, captures the prevalence of business
in Atlanta near the end of the Depression and prior to World War II. The second was
the 1947 research project directed by Dr. Joseph A. Pierce, which documented
African American business and business education.
The National Negro Business League fNNBU
The 1937 director compiled by the NNBL is significant in that it gives an
account of over 600 businesses that survived the Depression and indicates how the
Atlanta business enclave had grown since DuBois' study in 1899. The majority of
businesses listed were in the service industry and included 14 gas stations, 20 beauty
salons, 38 barbers shops, 42 grocery stores and 269 restaurants and lunch rooms.
Additionally, the list included 1 confectionery manufacturing company, 1 clothing
retail store, 2 certified public accounting companies, 2 savings and loan associations,
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3 drug stores, 6 insurance companies and 11 real estate agencies. It is interesting to
note that the only bank, Citizen Trust Company and only newspaper, Atlanta Daily
Word, listed in the NNBL directory are still in operation with business locations in
the urban African American community.
In addition to listing businesses, the Directory provided an historical account
of business development and community organizations. The most critical aspect of the
directory, however, was the critiques of various social issues impacting the Atlanta
African American community. Two critiques were especially instinctive for this
study. The first by Walter Chivers (1937) was critical of the National Recovery Act
(NRA), which was used to displace African Americans in menial jobs with poor
whites. This practice gave status to jobs previously held by African Americans (i.e.,
the baggage "porter" became the baggage "master" and the garbage truck "driver"
became a "chauffeur") and provided an opportunity for promotion that did not apply
when these jobs were held by African Americans. This practice resulted in a re-
employment ratio of two whites for every African American and created high
unemployment within the African American community. Chivers warned that the
decreased buying clout of African Americans threatened the expansion and
permanency of existing businesses.
The second critique by Reginald Johnson, Executive Director of the Atlanta
Urban League, outlined the economic clout of African Americans in 1929, prior to
many of the NRA practices exposed by Chivers. In 1929, the African American
buying market was composed of 96,000 persons with total purchasing power of
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$31,256,025 -- or about $325 each annually. Of this amount, 55% was spent with
African American businesses with $1,151,850 going to 391 African American retail
establishments that employed 686 persons, and $16,190,621 was spent with African
American health providers, insurance and real estate companies (Johnson, 1937, p.
26). However, Johnson noted that from 1935-1937 African American businesses were
expanding faster than the overall business growth in the city of Atlanta. He urged
African Americans to continue their support of these businesses and to develop new
businesses.
As evidenced by these two critiques, many African American businesses were
threatened by the administrative changes instituted by Federal programs and the
economic realities of the Depression. Contained in each critique, however, was
nationalistic optimism that redirected the urban community to future economic
development. These efforts toward self-help continued over the next 10 years and was
documented by Pierce (1947/1995).
African American Business and Business Education
The two-year study conducted by Pierce gives an account of the 1944-46
Atlanta University study that documented African American businesses in 12 cities
including the city of Atlanta. Pierce's study is instructive in that the structure of the
categories is similar to those developed by DuBois (1899/1971), so one is able to
assess business development over time. Pierce's overall findings are extensive, but
those specifically relevant to this study are quickly reviewed here:
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Pierce found: (1) the African American market was largely urban and 5.6%
located in main business district, 53% in secondary business districts, 41.5% in
residential areas; (2) the traditional stronghold businesses such as restaurants, barber
shops and tailors were well represented, but were also emerging businesses such as
filling stations and drug stores; (3) personal saving of $500 was the median amount
used to start a business. Of the 3.3% started with a $500 bank loan and 4.4% started
with $1,000 by selling stock; (4) average business in operation 6.7 years with service
establishment such as blacksmiths and photography studios an average of 16 years; (5)
85% were sole proprietorships, which were in operation an average of 6.7 years and
African American corporations it was 17.2 years (Pierce, 1947/1995, pp. 35-48).
During the study, Pierce furthered the concept of the "economic detour" by
comparing the segregated marketplace to a "Negro-white" caste system:
The whites are the majority in financial, political, social, and
numerical strength. A virtual monopoly by the whites of police
and military power makes caste lines almost inviolable. Religious
practices tend to establish their "lightness." Prejudice is the forti
fying agent of caste and has developed high moral status among
whites as a collective unit. Because prejudice so thoroughly,
persistently, and consistently permeates the entire framework
in which Negro business operates, the progress of such business
is dependent in a fundamental way upon the techniques which
are developed to reduce its effectiveness (Pierce, 1947/1995
p. 20).
Pierce took exception to Myrdal's view that African American entrepreneurs
were locked in an "ideological dilemma." Instead, Pierce viewed this dilemma as
being closely correlated with segregation, and he became a champion of complete
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integration of African American enterprise into the general American business
structure (Pierce, 1947/1995, p. 27).
The information contained in these two accounts indicates that Atlanta had a
strong tradition of entrepreneurship and self-help. The trends identified by Pierce are
reflective of business under the economic detour but, as will be noted in the specific
review, it also reflected the emergence of corporations, financial capital and market
access that would characterize many of the African American businesses in the post-
Civil Rights Era.
SpecificReview
African American Community Weil-Being is an approach to one aspect of
African American community life and culture in a para-apartheid condition. In this
approach, African American entrepreneurship is considered a critical part of
community well-being. The para-apartheid, economic detour and truncated Afro-
American middleman theories will be presented as means of understanding the
relationship between business and community welfare. Additionally, the role of the
African American entrepreneur in creating employment opportunities and social
change will be explored.
Para-Apartheid Model
The para-apartheid model (Foster, 1980) is an overall conceptualization of
urban African Americans and is concomitant to the African American Community
Weil-Being consmict. The para-apartheid model (see Figure 2) looks particularly at
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the political economy of the working class in the general labor market and the
irregular economy. These segmented labor experiences are considered concomitantly
with travel for employment, spatial mismatch between residence and workplace and
the role and place of public assistance and workfare. Dual labor market (Piore, 1975)
and irregular economy models (Fennan & Brandt, 1981) are incorporated into the
para-apartheid model to explain the interplay between low wage job opportunities in a
segregated labor market and self-employment activities in the ghetto. Foster (1980)
correctly identifies the dual labor market as a model shared by competing paradigms
to explain labor stratification, and unlike Gordon (1972) did not confuse dual labor
market as being in epistemological competition with the orthodox (liberal-conservative
continuum) and radical paradigms (Foster, 1980).
Figure 2
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Piore (1975) offers a liberal socio-psychological interpretation of the dual labor
market model that attempts to explain the complex factors that are apparent in a
segmented labor market. One of these factors, suggests Piore, is the complicity
between social workers and the provision of public assistance that keeps the
unemployed and underemployed trapped in the secondary labor market, which offers
restricted opportunities as compared to the primary segment (Piore, p. 94):
The former offers jobs with relatively high wages, good working
conditions, chances of advancement, equity and due process in the
administration of work rules, and, above all, employment stability.
Jobs in the secondary sector, by contrast, tend to be low-paying,
with poorer working conditions and little chance of advancement
.. .personalized relationships between workers and supervisors
...conducive to harsh and capricious work discipline; and...con
siderable instability in jobs and high turnover among the labor
force... (Piore, 1975, p. 126).
The persistence of low wage job opportunities and underemployment creates
two major issues regarding the well-being of the urban community that need to be
considered. First, reduced income from secondary employment results in inability to
accumulate wealth, own property and to qualify for loans to start a business enter
prise, which this study postulates forms the basis for community well-being.
Secondly, given that a person is unable to participate in the primary labor
market and to secure finances to start a business enterprise, the only alternative is
self-employment in the irregular economy. "The irregular economy is that sector of
economic activity that is not registered by the economic measurement techniques of
the society but which uses money as a medium of exchange" (Ferman & Berndt,
1981, p. 26). The three main types of activity identified are: (1) legal - exchanges in
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which the price for the services such as carpentry, painting and lawn care may be
similar or the same as in the larger market, but is reported as taxable income; (2)
extra legal - exchanges for services in which the income is not reported as taxable
income; and (3) illegal - exchanges involved in organized crime and other overtly
illicit activities that rely on social relations for recruitment and ensuring secrecy
(Ferman & Berndt).
The study found that the majority of exchanges in the irregular economy were
"extra legal"; that is, persons would seek self-employment in the irregular economy
when (1) options for regular employment are limited, (2) during periods of high
unemployment, and (3) when costs and government regulations may prohibit the
opening of a business enterprise. Additionally, income derived from irregular
economic activity was used to supplement transfer payments such as public assistance
or social security (Ferman & Berndt, 1981, pp. 35-39). One of the interesting
findings was that membership in a social network was necessary for engagement in
the irregular economy and exchanges were conducted through prior association,
personal ties or recommendations from someone whom they trusted.
In sum, the confinement of African Americans to the secondary labor market
and irregular economy appears to be strongly connected to receiving public assistance.
However, there is evidence that "cohesion" existed among suppliers and their clients,
which helps the unemployed and underemployed maintain a level of financial stability
during periods of economic uncertainty. This cohesion is generally overlooked when a
pathological model is applied to the urban setting. However, it must be emphasized
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that restriction to the secondary labor market and self-employment in the irregular
economy diminishes the opportunity to engage in entrepreneurial ventures that form
the basis for self-help and social change. This discussion now turns to the values and
characteristics of those who engage in entrepreneurship and how these ventures
contribute to community well-being.
Economic Detour Theory
Entrepreneurship has afforded many African Americans who lacked human
capital and wealth to avoid the secondary labor market and to develop an urban
middle class. The economic detour theory offers insight for understanding how the
endeavors of African American entrepreneurs during segregation evolved into a
tradition of ethnic enterprise.
The economic detour theory was conceptualized by Stuart (1940/1969) during
World War II when African Americans were in service to their country, yet
experiencing economic segregation and racism. It was this irony in which Stuart
developed the concept of the economic detour:
...seeking respect, the American Negro has been driven into an
awkward, selfish corner, attempting to operate racial businesses
~ to rear a stepchild economy... Yet it seems to be his only
recourse. It is an ECONOMIC DETOUR which no other racial
group in this country is required to travel. Any type of foreigner
...can usually attract to his business a surviving degree of the
patronage of the native American. No matter that he may be
fresh from foreign shores with no contribution to the national
welfare to his credit; no matter that he sends every dollar of his
American-earned profit back to his foreign home or uses it to
help finance organizations dedicated to the destruction of the
government that furnishes him his new golden opportunity; yet
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he can find a welcome place on the economic Broadway of America.
But the Negro, despite centuries of unrequited toil to help build
and maintain that highway, must turn to a detour that leads he
knows not where (Stuart, 1940/1969, p. xxiii).
Butler (1991) adapts the economic detour concept into a theoretical construct
comprised of three major components (see figure 1): The first is that the segregation
laws represented a governmental program that involved interference of the govern
ment in the operation of the marketplace and resulted in prohibition of free com
mercial enterprise among African Americans. The second component is that African
Americans were the only group to which the policy of segregation applied. While
other groups, such as the Japanese, were able to develop economic niches and sell to
clientele outside their community, African Americans were restricted to selling to
their own people who themselves had limited economic resources. And thirdly, that
foreign groups who had no service to the country were allowed to develop businesses
in an unrestricted marketplace while African Americans, who had served in all major
military conflicts since the Revolutionary War, were not afforded the same
opportunity (Butler, pp. 72-75).
These three factors thus placed African Americans in the role of consumers,
forced those who entered business to operate in a segregated economy and had an
overall effect of decreasing the total amount of business activity. Butler adds Stuart's
theory to his notion of truncated Afro-American middleman, to further explain the
adjustment of the traditional entrepreneur to segregation.
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Truncated Afro-American Middleman Theory
The truncated Afro-American middleman developed enterprises similar to
other ethnic groups despite the economic detour, and then passed certain values and a
philosophy of life to succeeding generations. It is this relationship of group
characteristics to business enterprise that forms the basis for Butler's seminal work
and his notion of the sociology of entrepreneurship. This approach "moves the
analysis from a complete emphasis on topics such as assimilation and prejudice to the
development of ethnic enterprises which generates economic stability for ethnic
groups. Such an approach means there is a concentration on the process by which
ethnic groups develop, maintain, and expand business enterprises within the economic
structure" (Butler, 1991, p. 1). In using this approach, Butler is able to contrast this
group with other ethnic groups, as well as the new black middle class. He describes
the new black middle class as those who adjusted to racial hostility in northern cities
by primarily working in factories rattier than engaging in business enterprise.
The Truncated Afro-American middleman group is significant in that this
group passes on four identifiable values to succeeding generations. The first, and most
important, is that economic security is possible despite racism and discrimination.
Secondly, education is very important to compete in the larger society. The third
value was respect for Afro-American institutions, particularly Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). The last value was instilling the importance of
participating and supporting community organizations, many of which were conceived
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during the height of African American self-help and developed by their forefathers
(Butler, 1991).
These values helped sustain this group during racial hostility and instilled
strong feelings of nationalism, which they turned into self-help efforts. These values
are just a few of the sociological outcomes that develop in response to entrepre-
neurship. Two additional outcomes, employment and social change, are the focus of
this study and are presented accordingly.
Employment
Employment is one sociological outcome of self-help that contributes to
community well-being. The capability of African Americans to engage in
entrepreneurial ventures has historically been fraught with criticism (Boggs, 1971;
Brimmer, 1971; Tabb, 1970). However, recent research has indicated that African
American entrepreneurs not only hire inner city residents, but live and operate
businesses in urban areas (Boston and Ross, 1998; Bates, 1997). Employment will be
discussed as it relates to both the emerging and traditional entrepreneurs. The
discussion of the emerging entrepreneur will assess Bates' "dual growth and decline"
analysis and the discussion of the traditional entrepreneur will be framed using
Porter's "competitive advantage of the city" model (Porter, 1995). A recent proposal
for increasing urban employment opportunities, "Twenty By Ten" (Boston, 1998), is
included as part of this study and will be reviewed in Chapter Four.
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Dual Growth and Decline Analysis
Bates provides an analysis of firm formation for emerging and traditional
entrepreneurial ventures by looking at the conditions that contribute to the growth or
decline of African American business. He defines emerging businesses as those
concentrated in skill-intensive services such as finance, business services and various
professional services. These businesses are characterized by highly educated, skilled
owners who have an increased ability to hire employees and serve a diverse clientele.
Traditional businesses, on the other hand, are characterized as being in decline
because they constitute "working poverty for its owner rather than economic
development" (Bates, 1997, p. 156). Curiously, Bates makes this comment on
traditional businesses while his findings show that neither the emerging nor the
traditional firm formation is "clearly superior in terms of the owner's human- and
financial-capital investments or the survival and profitability of the business" (Bates,
1997, p. 156).
Additionally, Bates credits two trends that strongly contribute to the growth of
this emerging group: (1) a presiding African American mayor, and (2) government
procurement programs aimed at increasing minority involvement. Each of these trends
has existed in Atlanta since 1974 and has been partly responsible for the national
reputation as the "Black Mecca" for business. According to Bates, "a presiding black
mayor was associated with increased black business formation rates, larger black-
owned firms, better-capitalized black-owned start-ups and a higher proportion of black
college graduates entering self-employment" (Bates, 1997, p. 231).
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Atlanta has had incumbent African American mayors since 1974, and it was
clearly the economic platforms adopted by Maynard Jackson and Andrew Young that
have been primarily responsible for business growth of the city. Mayor Jackson's
platform, "The Atlanta Plan," addressed Affirmative Action legislation aimed at
ensuring equal employment opportunities in all city activities (Brimmer & Marshall,
1990, p. 81). The Atlanta Plan became the model for using political power to correct
or realign market opportunities for minorities. In 1974, Mayor Jackson developed the
Atlanta Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) Program, which along with other
procurement opportunities, ensured 35% minority participation in building the Atlanta
airport (Davis & Holmes, 1994).
After his election, Andrew Young signaled his plans for turning Atlanta into
an "International City" for business. During his two terms as mayor, he oversaw
foreign investment in the city and welcomed 400 international diplomats to City Hall,
160 of which were from African nations. As co-chair of the Atlanta Committee for
the 1996 Olympic Games, his international diplomacy has been credited with bringing
the games to Atlanta (Pomerantz & Hansen, 1999). During 1990-94, Jackson once
again served as mayor and utilized his Atlanta Plan for the 1996 Olympic Games in
which 30.8% or $35.20 million in contracts went to minority businesses (Char &
Holmes, 1995, p. 52).
The second trend recognized by Bates is government procurement programs
aimed at increasing minority involvement. Programs such as the MBE Program and
the current Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) Program have been a critical part of
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Atlanta African American firm formation. However, the EBO program has endured
several challenges. A brief overview of the EBO program, as well as its current
standing, is provided here to underscore the significance of the program to the
development of emerging businesses in Atlanta.
The purpose of the Atlanta Equal Business (EBO) Program is to "mitigate the
effects of the past and present discrimination against women and minority businesses
so that opportunity regardless of race and gender will become institutionalized in the
Atlanta marketplace as discrimination is today" (City of Atlanta, 1994, p. 14). The
EBO program began in 1976, but endured its most significant challenge in the Croson
vs. Richmond case that went to the Supreme Court. The decision rendered by Justice
O'Connor ruled that when there is "evidence of a pattern of individual discriminatory
acts can, if supported by appropriate statistical proof, lend support to a local
government's determination that broader remedial relief is justified" (Croson v.
Richmond, 488, U.S. 469, 1989). This decision shifted the burden of proof to each
city, and Atlanta hired economic consultants Brimmer and Marshall, economic
consultants, to review the EBO program. Brimmer and Marshall were able to
determine that discrimination did exist because prior to 1976, minority contractors
represented only 4.3%; whereas, after the program was instituted, the percentage
increased to an average of 21.9%. Also, after die Croson v Richmond decision,
minority participation dropped from 36% to 15%. Based on these and other similar
findings, the EBO program was reinstated in 1991. In 1996, the Boston Group
conducted a five-year follow-up and found discriminatory practices had not been fully
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mitigated and the EBO program was still 10% below its goal of utilizing 36%
minority and female contractors by the City of Atlanta (Boston Research Group,
1996, p. 17).
In summary, there is support for Bates' analysis that a presiding African
American mayor and the presence of government procurement programs forms the
basis of firm formation. However, his analysis does not go far enough. What he
overlooks is that both Jackson and Young were influenced by their parents and
grandparents who operated traditional businesses and instilled in each of them the
belief in self-help and entrepreneurship. Additionally, Bates' "dual growth and decline
analysis" uses a purely statistical analysis to advance the notion of the emerging
entrepreneur and gives little regard to the traditional entrepreneur. Such an approach
leads to differential policy formation and resource allocation and this is exactly what
occurs with the traditional urban entrepreneur under the auspices of "urban revitali
zation." The recent proposal by Porter is representative of many such efforts on
behalf of traditional entrepreneurs.
The Traditional Entrepreneur
The creation of a viable inner city business center is complex, involving issues
of social and economic justice as well as urban revitalization. Generally, in planning
for community change, the role of the traditional urban African American entre
preneur is either diminished or non-existent. Such is the case with a recent
competitive advantage of the city model proposed by Porter (1995), which ignited
controversy among social science scholars.
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Porter purported to offer a new radical model for inner city economic
development in which the private sector, not governmental or social service
organizations, would assume the leading role. Overall, however, his model was
viewed as "less than revolutionary, his proposals essentially re-advance ideology of
less government, leaving basic economic patterns in the ghetto unchanged" (Sawicki
& Moody, 1998, p. 90). A review of all the critiques of Porter's model compiled in
The Inner City (1998) is too great to detail here. However, the following brief
overview addresses factors in his model that have relevance for this study.
Writing in the conservative tradition, Porter promotes the views of government
interest, while at the same time promoting a pathological view of urban African
American entrepreneurship. Some of his more misleading assertions regarding urban
African American entrepreneurship are: (1) preference programs dull motivation and
retard cost and quality improvement; (2) social networks are often lacking in inner
cities; (3) inner city businesses do not hire local residents; and (4) social and
economic justice issues should not be considered when initiating revitalization efforts
(Porter, 1995).
As previously noted, Porter's contention that preference programs dull
motivation is not empirically grounded. Bates found that African American businesses
thrive where there are African American mayors and a public procurement program
geared at minority participation. Boston's survey of African American entrepreneurs
who contracted with the Atlanta Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) program supports
this fact and showed mat 57.9% of the contractors were corporations with a mean
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revenue of $606,208 (Boston & Ross, 1998, p. 343). The success of the Atlanta EBO
program is attributed to what former mayor Andrew Young attributes to a
commitment to "do it right":
It was successful here because it was legitimate. We didn't pay
people just to front for white businesses. We checked on them
to make sure they were actually doing the work, that they actually
had employees, owned equipment and were on the job. If we
didn't find them, then (pause) on several occasions we did find
people putting their names on contracts and not actually being involved.
We canceled those contacts and threatened to put them in jail.
And, in several cases it included fines and also blacklisting them
from future contracts. The compliance feature and certification
of minority business and compliance is a very important part.
Many cities did not have that part. We knew we were under
constant scrutiny and we wanted to do it right (Andrew Young,
Interview, March 18, 1999).
Porter's second point is that social networks are often lacking in the inner
cities. The idea that the African American community is anomic and difficult to
mobilize is not grounded in empirical reality. Research showing social cohesion
within urban communities are long standing (Ferman & Berndt, 1981; Rose, 1949;
Stack, 1974). Additionally, in his unprecedented ethnographic study of "Blackston," a
poverty stricken urban area, Valentine (1971) disputes the popular "culture of
poverty" theory by showing that this community had a broad network of social
contacts and the social structure with complex of organizations including churches,
social clubs and political organizations.
The third myth, that African Americans do not hire inner city employees is
disputed by Boston and Ross (1998, p. 354) who note that 21.4% of all employees
are recruited from the inner city, 77.1% of which are African American.
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Additionally, the annual survey of African American businesses conducted by Black
Enterprise magazine found that 68.1% recruit from low-income neighborhoods;
65.7% had workers from low-income neighborhoods; 58.7% had a majority African
American workforce; and 42.9% had workers with less than a high school education
(Simms, 1996, p. 226).
Finally, using thinly veiled conservative beliefs, Porter offers the theory that
financial institutions must be assured the ability to make a profit and "efforts to
eliminate discrimination are vital but not sufficient" in this process (Porter, 1998, p.
69). He ignores the fact that economic development is a social justice issue for
African Americans, a fact that helps form the basis for this study. His statement was
addressed by Thomas (1998) who concedes that social justice is vital to urban
revitalization to avoid sacrificing the well-being of low-income and distressed-area
residents and that well-being includes good housing, adequate community services,
viable transportation, and good schools.
In summary, Porter's (1998) written response to his critics was basically a
rehashing of his initial article. He justified replacing traditional businesses with
national retailers by stating that "it is a mistake to hold back competitive businesses to
protect uncompetitive ones" (Porter, 1998, p. 331). Porter's study, and his subsequent
proposal, points up the economic disenfranchisement typically faced by the traditional
entrepreneur, when community neutralization projects are initiated in the urban area.
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Historical Social Action and Social Change:
Contemporary Implications for Community Involvement
As noted in the previous discussion, urban African Americans have
continuously struggled against socioeconomic vicissitudes such as redlining and access
to business capital, as well as structural discrimination in housing, health care, and
education. The enormity of such a shared lived experience for urban inhabitants, from
the perspective of mis study, appears to have fostered cohesion and the formation of
viable community organizations and social institutions. This appears especially true
for the African American entrepreneurs who, out of their nationalism and community
values, have assumed roles as supporters of fraternal and religious organizations and
institutions as well as historically black colleges and universities (Butler, 1991).
In addition to actively participating with these organizations and institutions,
this group was also involved in the urban community based on their organic linkages
to extended family members. It is this relationship that appears to have particular
influence on this group's participation in social change. However, little attention is
given to the participation of entrepreneurs in social change efforts, especially then-
role as facilitators in vanguard protests and organizations.
For example, in the Black Power Movement of the 1960s, African American
entrepreneurs and other professionals were observed in facilitative roles around
radical group mobilization. When radical workers in Detroit's League of
Revolutionary Black Workers protested hard and dangerous conditions at the Ford
automobile plant, they found allies not only among the urban residents, but with
African American entrepreneurs, educators, social workers and other progressive
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professionals. Their involvement in these community activities not only provided
"legitimacy and support" (Foster, 1978, p. 87) to the League's cause, but also support
for community issues such as housing and education. In other instances, this group
may be seen to act in the role of "a middle-class cushion" (Geogakas & Surkin, 1975,
p. 149) whose public support prevents possible opposition in the media and potential
physical force by the police.
The reason that entrepreneurs were overlooked in vanguard protests was
primarily due to (1) the "riffraff theory" and (2) the fact that the working class has
always been at the forefront of urban protest. The "riffraff theory" was used by
liberals and conservatives to explain urban disruptions in the 1960s. Using very
limited data, riotous behavior was attributed to the riffraff such as unemployables,
southern migrants, and wild teenagers (Feagin & Hahn, 1973; Foster, 1980). This
theory was widely accepted and little effort was made to determine the participants in
the riots (with the notable exception of Fogelson and Hill [1968]). Through their
research it was revealed that rioting had become an acceptable form of political
protest for African Americans. This was especially true for the employed, educated,
politically conscious young adults, some of whom were most probably entrepreneurs.
Their research dispelled the myth that only riffraff were participants in the 1960s
riots.
Secondly, it has been historically shown that the working class has been at the
forefront of urban protest ever since artisans and workers led slave revolts (Wade,
1964). This notwithstanding, upon closer review of the 1960s riots, it was learned
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that involvement in the protests were "broad-based, including large numbers of
educated and employed Negroes who had objectively bettered their economic situation
over the years" (Ferman, 1986, p. 5). Such findings indicate that entrepreneurs,
educators and other progressive professionals were involved as a show of solidarity
with family, neighbors and protest organizers.
These roles are in obvious contrast to (1) the liberal socio-psychological
analysis that characterizes this group as lacking in ethnic and cultural identity; and (2)
the radical socio-structural analysis that gives rise to community distrust by implying
that this group has false consciousness. Further, these roles support previous research
on African Americans (Butler, 1991; DuBois, 1899/1971; Foster & Perry, 1982;
Rose, 1949; Valentine, 1971) which indicates that entrepreneurs contribute to the
cohesion and social networks in urban areas.
Another notable contribution by this group is support for historically black
colleges and universities (HBCUs). This support can be directly attributed to the
nationalistic sentiment found in the truncated Afro-American entrepreneurial tradition.
In this tradition, HBCUs are valued and respected as nurturing institutions where the
students are well prepared for participation in the larger society (Butler, 1991). The
commitment by this group to send their children to these institutions has allowed the
HBCUs to continue their important mission of developing the social consciousness and
leadership skills of young African Americans.
The importance of this support was evident during the 1960s in which college
students were at the forefront of sit-ins, boycotts and demonstrations for social and
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economic justice. These collective efforts provided benefits, such as equal
employment opportunities, improved housing and schools, which directly or indirectly
assisted many in the urban African American community. Also for many of those
involved, this experience influenced a lifelong commitment to social change. This
influence is seen among many current urban mayors, politicians and community
leaders who are graduates of HBCUs and have a history of involvement in social
movement organizations since the 1960s.
These accounts, though scant, indicate a need to view the role of African
American entrepreneurs in a much broader sense to include their involvement in
national as well as community-based social movement organizations. The adoption of
such a perspective, however, must also include positive labels when referring to
African American entrepreneurs. Therefore, phraseology from the Marxist meta-
narrative, such as black "capitalists" or "bourgeois" nationalists, only furthers a
pejorative image of this group and should be avoided. Thus, this study offers a
positive conceptualization of the African American entrepreneur that takes into
account not only their contemporary entrepreneurial endeavors, but also their
historical involvement in broad-based community organizations. It is hoped that this
approach will encourage further historicist research on the contemporary social
change efforts of African American entrepreneurship.
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The preponderance of pejorative conceptual approaches on urban African
Americans has created the need to (1) develop a positive conceptualization of the
urban African American community and entrepreneurship to include the development
of a construct around general community well-being; and therefore, in a related
measure, (2) develop particular methodologies to knowing and researching the
phenomenon. The first general or theoretical methodologies, used in this study are:
(1) constructive typology, (2) grounded theory, and (3) historicism. The second
organizing methodology used is triangulation, which consists of (1) participant
observation, (2) survey data, and (3) content analysis. This approach, in a pilot way,
is intended to set the stage for future research and, hopefully, the development of a
heuristic approach for understanding urban African American entrepreneurship.
Constructive Typology
Constructive typology is the general application of rules to the ordering of
concrete data with the knowledge that these ideas are fictitious, but are nevertheless
useful for framing things that are real. The constructed type, therefore, brings order
to a phenomenon, such as community well-being, and generalizes its most apparent
characteristics. Thus, the constructed type is not expected to reflect every aspect of
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the empirical world, but is useful as a basis for thinking about, comparing and,
hopefully, understanding what is observed in the real world. Constructive typology is
a general methodological approach that was adapted and formalized in the social
sciences from the work of the German scientist Ferdinand Tonnies (1957). Tonnies'
conception of all social relations as human will that is either natural will
fgemeinschaft) or rational will (gesellschaft) that unites into a multiplicity of feelings,
instincts and desires that form the concept of the human will (Tonnies, p. 119).
McKinney credits Tonnies with helping begin a tradition of thinking that contributed
to sociological conceptual forms and significantly aided in the establishment of a de
facto field of sociology (McKinney, 1966, p. 104).
In keeping with this tradition, McKinney (1966) offers a text complete with
twenty constructive typological concepts, along with their advantages and
disadvantages, for use in the social sciences. One of the concepts offered by
McKinney that best fits this study is die "ideal-extracted" type. This constructed type
could be seen in Max Weber's (1949) earlier work on polar types. Weber, however,
used constructive types as merely heuristic expedients that were readily modifiable in
terms of empirical necessity and interest (McKinney, p. 22). The ideal-extracted type
differs from that offered by Weber in that emphasis is placed on the "objective
probability" that the type can be matched to an empirical occurrence, rather than on
the mere "objective possibility" that can never be approximated in actual life.
Therefore, in this type, there is an absence of any "purely" fictional qualities that do
not exist in actual life. In that sense, it is firmly grounded in the details of the actual
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situations and composed of variables that are empirically discoverable (McKinney, p.
26).
Therefore, the use of the ideal-extracted type in developing polar types for this
study is grounded in observable data collected on the phenomenon. The three polar
types devised for this study are: emerging business owner, indigenous entrepreneur,
and corporate purveyor. These three types were based on the type of enterprise,
networking opportunities, involvement with community organizations, and employ
ment opportunities available for each type. Each type is described as follows:
The emerging business owner tends to be younger than the other types and
engages in entrepreneurial ventures that reflect new business trends in technology
(e.g., computers, media, etc.) and advanced educational training (e.g., architecture,
financial planning, etc.). Additionally, some of these business owners are able to take
advantage of contracting opportunities with city government, especially in cities with
African American political leadership. These businesses tend to be sole proprietor
ships (unincorporated and owned by an individual) or S corporations (legally incor
porated under state laws) rather than C corporations (stockholders as owners).
Additionally, these business owners have a certain amount of involvement in
historically African American institutions and organizations, but it may not be
generationally significant (i.e., family history of involvement with such institutions).
The indigenous entrepreneur tends to be older than the other types. This
entrepreneur engages in entrepreneurial ventures that have been established for longer
periods of time and are heavily concentrated in the service sector (e.g., convenience
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stores, restaurants, etc.). The businesses tend to be sole proprietorships or
partnerships (unincorporated business with two or more owners) rather than C
corporations. The owners may or may not be college graduates, but tend to have high
school diplomas and/or technical training. Their involvement in historically African
American institutions and organizations tends to be generationally significant.
The corporate purveyor is able to engage in business opportunities and
partnerships with private industry and city and state government. This group of
entrepreneurs tends to be middle aged and generally has advanced degrees and/or
training. The formation of this group is a direct result of efforts by the government
and private corporations (e.g., automobile, soft drink companies, etc.) to develop an
African American entrepreneurial group in the 1960s. For this reason, then-
businesses tend to be in the form of C corporations. Their involvement with
historically African American institutions, organizations and groups may or may not
be generationally significant.
The preceding three polar types of African American entrepreneurs are offered
as a working means of framing the phenomenon of community welfare. As noted
earlier, these types are not meant to reflect all of the characteristics of the urban
entrepreneur but, rather, those attributes that are salient to this study. These attributes
are based on empirical date that are not only essential to developing constructed
types, but is also critical in the development of grounded theory, the second
methodological approach in this study.
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Grounded Theory
The use of a constructed type works well with the idea of grounded theory
because both are based on observable data. Grounded theory, first articulated by
Glaser and Strauss (1967), is a method in which theories are induced from diverse
data collected during social research, rather than using an "a priori" approach that
formulates theory that is independent of experience. This approach, they argue, allows
for a better "fit" between the theory and the substantive area to which the theory is
being applied (Glaser & Strauss, p. 238). Therefore, the theory is readily understood
and possesses a level of generality that can be used by practitioners in the social
sciences, as well as lay people working with similar populations.
Hence, this pilot effort pulls from the philosophical and methodological area of
grounded theory in the central idea of community welfare. It can, nevertheless, be
reasonably argued that the construct is not necessarily grounded because of limitations
in this study, such as critical time constraints, size of survey and the very nature and
complexity of the area of study. However, the very intent in formulating the construct
is seen as a pilot effort to begin considering grounded theory in a limited way.
Therefore, two other methodologies, constructive typology and historicism, are
offered to strengthen the validity of the study's effort to properly characterize the
phenomenon.
Historicism
Historicism provides validity to a comprehension of the phenomenon in that it
is a philosophical as well as a methodological approach. This particular approach
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takes into consideration historical antecedents leading to the contemporary existence
of the phenomenon (Mills, 1972). Philosophically, there is the belief that this
approach lends itself to posing better queries and methodologies for getting at the
truth regarding African American entrepreneurs.
Therefore, an historicist approach views history as "now" and uses the
political economy perspective to understand a phenomenon. In keeping with this
tradition, this study has looked at the historical effect of governmental intervention
(i.e., segregationist laws and customs) on the ability of African American entre
preneurs to create an economic niche since the post-bellum period. Such an analysis
also allows for a better understanding of the separateness and wage disparities that
have existed in the labor market, as well as, how low wages earned by the urban
working class has impacted the business viability of African American entrepreneurs
who have been historically restricted to the urban area.
Triangulation
Triangulation is an approach for applying three methodologies to a phe
nomenon for a better understanding of the truth. This approach was developed by
Blalock (1967) who has applied this approach to much of his work, particularly the
complex area of race and race relations. This approach has proved to be helpful in a
multitude of studies; of particular note is Walsh's (1975) three year study with
garbagemen which indicated that "dirty work" did not preclude a sense of high self-
esteem. Therefore, three particular methodologies, participant observation, survey and
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content analysis were applied to understanding the phenomenon of urban
socioeconomic welfare.
The first methodology, limited participant observation, was applied in this
study to help develop the central construct. Participant observation is the process of
prolonged observation of a group, which often entails immersion in the daily lives of
the participants or through structured one-on-one interviews with members of the
group (Carswell, 1998, p. 58). Therefore, participant observation in this study was
applied to the limited goals of this pilot effort in anticipation to moving towards the
development of grounded theory in future research. This study, then, attempts to use
triangulation as a way of reassuring the empirical reality to be framed by the
community well-being construct.
Limited participant observation was conducted by observing five different
community business meetings. Each of these community meetings represented
businesses operating in one of the five business districts of Atlanta: Downtown,
Southeast, Southwest, Northeast and Northwest. Each organization met monthly to
address issues, concerns, dispense information and provide training to businesses in
their respective districts. For this study, each meeting was attended during the months
of February through April to record any timely issues that may have been of interest
to each group. Additional access to this population was made by canvassing
businesses in the five districts in the City of Atlanta, collecting business cards of
potential respondents, reviewing business organization lists and attending a business
conference sponsored by the city of Atlanta. Several of the participant observation
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situations were bolstered with structured interviews, which were taped or completed
in written form.
The second methodology applied in this study was the collection of data
through the use of a survey. The survey was in the form of a questionnaire (see
Appendix C) and completion of the survey by respondents was completely voluntary.
Potential respondents were solicited at community business meetings, city sponsored
business conferences and by canvassing the five business districts. The respondents
answered questions regarding the nature of their business venture, employees,
involvement in local organizations and networking with other African American
business owners. Most of the questions were closed, although several were open
ended and allowed the respondent to write in their own answers. Most questionnaires
were completed in the presence of die researcher to avoid any confusion regarding
particular questions. Of those completed in the absence of the researcher, the
questionnaire was retrieved by the researcher and clarification was offered as
necessary.
The third methodology, content analysis, was applied to the Twenty By Ten
report submitted in Atlanta in 1997. This report was the result of research on the
growth trends and employment capabilities of African American entrepreneurs in the
year 2010. The information contained in this report has utility for this study and is
worthy as a document in and of itself. This report attempts to understand the potential
employment capabilities of African American businesses in Atlanta by using extant
data of comparable cities, surveying unique African American entrepreneurs and
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examining Atlanta's Equal Business Opportunity program. Although the entire
document was reviewed for this study, particular attention will be given to data
specific to African American entrepreneurs in the City of Atlanta.
In summary, triangulation is the methodological base that is advising the
conceptualization of the central construct, which is researched within the para-
apartheid frame of reference when looking at urban African American community
welfare. Hence, the following chapter provides a detailed account of the data using
participant observation, social survey and content analysis. Then, Chapter Five will
offer policy recommendations based on an analysis of the data described in Chapter
Four and throughout this study.
CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
This chapter presents a review of the data collected on the phenomenon of
African American entrepreneurship in the City of Atlanta. The organizing
methodologies utilized to collect the data were survey data, participant observation,
and content analysis. For purposes of clarity, this chapter will be presented in two
sections: the demographic data that represent information collected from the survey
and content will be presented first, followed by a presentation of the data as it relates
to each research question and the hypothesis.
In the course of this pilot effort, a total of thirty-three surveys were collected
over a three month period, from African American entrepreneurs located throughout
the City of Atlanta. The survey data were supplemented with data collected by Boston
(1997) on a select group of 224 African American entrepreneurs, 47.2% of whom had
previous managerial or executive experience. Although Boston collected data from
entrepreneurs operating in the Atlanta metropolitan area, only the data pertaining to
businesses in the City of Atlanta will be analyzed for this study. Additionally,
participant observation was used by conducting personal interviews with five African
American entrepreneurs (four males and one female) and attending five community
business organization meetings from February 1999 to April 1999. Each meeting was
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in one of five business districts (i.e., Downtown, Southwest, Southeast, Northwest,
and Northeast).
Demographic Data
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the respondents based on the
following characteristics: gender, age, marital status, education, and residence. Table
1 indicates that the typical respondent to the survey was a male, 41-60 years of age,
who is married, with a college degree or post-graduate degree and resides in the city
of Atlanta. These demographics are similar to those of Boston whose respondents
were 79.2% male, 67.4% between the ages of 35-54, 61.5% married, and 61.7%
with either a college or professional degree. Boston's survey did not include a
question regarding the residence of the respondents.






































































































Research Question 1: What was the legal classificationof these businesses?
Of the 33 surveys completed, 36.4% were found to be sole proprietorships,
with the remaining percentages being 30.3% C corporations; 18.2% S corporations;
12.1% partnerships; and 3.0% other (see Table 2). In Boston's survey, 52.5% were
classified as C corporations and of those remaining, 27.9% S corporations, 15.6%
proprietorships, 2.1% partnerships, and 1.9% franchises. Given the type of
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respondents in these two surveys, it appears that each group has been represented in
this limited pilot effort.

































Table 3 gives the location of the customers of the different polar types based
on location. As expected, the majority of customers for the indigenous entrepreneur
are local residents. Refer to the Appendix A for a listing of the type of businesses
conducted by the respondents of the 33 surveys. The legal classification, as well as,
the amount and type of financial capital used by the entrepreneur is generally
indicative of the growth potential of the business. As expected, a majority of the
respondents, 78.8%, used personal savings to start their business venture, while
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15.2% used financial institutions and only 3% used a Small Business Administration
(SBA) loan. The remaining respondents used a combination of family loans,
retirement funds and private investors (see Appendix B). This trend in the African
American community tends to be related to limited access to financial capital from
banks and other loan agencies.
Table 3. Location of Customers by Polar Type (N=33)

















Total 39.3% 48.5% 12.2% 100%
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Research Question 2: What is the racial classificationof the employees?
Of those surveyed, only 9.1% of those answering the survey study did not
have paid, full-time African American employees. This is indicated in Table 4.
However, this number closely corresponds to the number of businesses in which the
only paid employee of the business was the entrepreneur.
Table 4. Number of African American Employees (N=33)
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Additionally, only 3% of those surveyed did not hire African American
contractors, whereas when the question was asked how many independent contractors
were employed, 51.5% answered they did not employ independent contractors (Table
5). The cause of this discrepancy may be related to the initial question being unclear.
Boston's study similarly found that 81.8% of those surveyed employed African
Americans.
Table 5. Number of Paid Employees (N=33)





























































Research Question 3: Where do the employeesof these entrepreneurs live?
When asked how many of the paid employees reside in the City of Atlanta,
57.5% responded that their employees lived in the city, with 18.2% answering that
the question was not applicable. As previously noted, 72.7% of the respondents reside
in the city of Atlanta. Additionally, 60.6% have their businesses in either a residential
or mixed residential/ commercial area. Also, when questioned why they operate their
businesses in the City of Atlanta, 27.3% said they grew up here, 48.5% know the
community, 27.3% feel it is an underserved community, and 60.6% feel that they are
making a contribution to the well-being of the community (see Appendix B). Boston's
survey indicates that 59.3% of the employees live close to the central business district
or outside the central business district but within the city limits. Additionally, his
survey found that 24.6% of those employees resided in low-income inner-city
neighborhoods.
Research Question 4: How does each type of entrepreneur define community
well-being?
Survey data, participant observation, and content analysis were all used to
answer this research question. Each respondent completing the survey was asked to
write an answer to the following question: State the three most important ways in
which you have contiibuted to the well-being of the neighborhood where you operate
a business (see Appendix C, question #16). These answers were categorized based on
the similarity of answers, and the findings are given in Table 6. Boston posed a
similar question in his study by asking respondents if they felt a special responsibility
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to assist in the improvement of Black communities. Eighty-three percent either
strongly agreed or agreed that they feel this responsibility. In Boston's survey,
however, respondents were not asked to specify how they would assist their
communities.
Of those entrepreneurs who were personally interviewed, each responded to
the question by first indicating how their business contributed to the well-being of the
community, and secondly, the activities they are involved in which contribute to the
well-being. Some of the emerging themes from these interviews were providing good
service to an underserved population, as well as in-kind services to residents such as
giving general information, reviewing documents, delivering groceries to the elderly,
and educating consumers. The activities indicated were significant in that two of the
interviewed respondents were very active in social change efforts, one during the civil
rights movement and the other in a more recent effort to help the business area get
qualified as an Empowerment Zone. (The Empowerment Zone will provide a new
shopping center in the southwest district that will include a major grocery store and
movie theater).
Table 6. Community Weil-Being Contributions by Polar Type













































































Variable Emerging Indigenous Corporate
Technology:
Yes 3.0%
No 36.4% 48.5% 12.1%
Personal traits (i.e., honesty):
Yes 3.0% 3.0%
No 39.4% 45.5% 9.1%
Future opportunities:
Yes 3.(
No 39.4% 48.5% 9.1%
The respondent involved during the civil rights movement was active in local
voter registration, helped elect the first African American mayor, and helped to
integrate the downtown business district. Additional activities included mentoring
youth in low-income areas, assisting local residents in getting hired during the 1996
Olympics, and establishing a bank in the local high school that provides low interest
loans to local residents. The community business organizations were involved in
sponsoring annual community festivals, providing scholarships to high school students
who will attend a historically Black college or university (HBCU), as well as,
planning an annual fish fry/fund raiser for local nursing home residents. Many of
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these grass roots activities are generally overlooked as contributing to the welfare of
the urban community. It was evident that these entrepreneurs were committed to their
community and the local customers who supported their businesses.
Research Question 5: How are these entrepreneurs involved in issues related to
the community?
As previously noted, many of the entrepreneurs live in the city of Atlanta and
are active in local community activities. Additionally, 81.8% had relatives living in
the city of Atlanta, and 69.7% of the respondents were members of a church in the
city of Atlanta. This indicates an organic link with the city. Of those responding to
the survey, 48.5% had attended at least one Atlanta City Council meeting in 1998,
and some of the issues they were concerned about were zoning, taxes, empowerment
zone issues, crime prevention and community revitalization. Also, 75.8% were
members of their community business organization, and 66.7% had attended at least
one meeting in 1998. About 34% attended a meeting of a historical African American
organization such as the NAACP, Urban League and the Butler Street YMCA. It was
also found that 27.3% were graduates of a historically Black college or university
(HBCU), and of those who had children, 15.2% had attended a HBCU. The
charitable contributions made by the respondents include 51.5% to local African
American organizations/ institutions and 45.5% to national African American
organizations. See Table 7 for other ways in which these entrepreneurs were involved
based on polar type. Another interesting finding is that 33% of the entrepreneurs had
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a parent, and 14% had a grandparent, aunt or uncle who had owned a business when
they were growing up. Forty-two percent stated that they were either greatly or
somewhat influenced by the business activity of family members in their decision to
enter business (see Appendix B). All these findings are in keeping with Butler's
(1991) notion of truncated Afro-American middleman who support and are involved
with African American organizations and institutions.
Table 7. Involvement of Entrepreneurs in Community Issues (N=33)
Variable
Leadership position in organization:
Yes
No
Lead fund raising effort:
Yes
No












































Assist others in business start-ups:
Yes
No








Allow use of office space for meetings:
Yes 12.1%
No 27.3%






















Research Question 6: What is the inter-relationship, if any, of network among
the three types of African American entrepreneurial businesses.
Respondents were asked on the survey to indicate which items they purchased
from other African American businesses, and their responses are given in Table 8.
Additionally, during participant observation with the community business
organizations, it was noted that: (1) the businesses networked with other African
American businesses and organizations to put on activities for festivals; (2) two of the
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meetings had presentations from local law enforcement; (3) one of the meetings had
presentation from the City of Atlanta office of contract compliance to discuss
procurement opportunities with the new sports arena, and a presentation from Atlanta
2000 to present new marketing ideas for Atlanta. The study conducted by Boston did
not indicate networking activities with other African American businesses. However,
87.9% of the entrepreneurs either strongly agreed or agreed that minority set-aside
programs were important vehicles for aiding Black business development and an
average of 39.8% generated revenue from the government sector. Interestingly, only
two entrepreneurs who responded to the researcher's survey, one emerging and one
indigenous, had ever been awarded a city of Atlanta Equal Business Opportunity
contract.
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African American community well-being is related to self-help, employment,
and the potential for social change and the presence of African American
entrepreneurs in large urban areas. African American entrepreneurs can be
categorized into three polar types relative to their contributions to community well-
being. These three polar types are the emerging business owner, indigenous
entrepreneur, and corporate purveyor.
Sub-hypotheses
1. There is no difference in the contributions to African American community
well-being by the three polar types of African American entrepreneurs.
2. There is a difference in the contributions to African American community
well-being by the three polar types of African American entrepreneurs.
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The findings in this study indicate that each group contributes to the general
welfare of the urban community. However, there are some areas where the indigenous
entrepreneur obviously differs from the others. For example, the majority of their
customers are neighborhood residents (Table 3), their businesses tend to be located in
residential or mixed residential/commercial districts, and they have less of a chance of
securing a contract through the Atlanta Equal Business Opportunity program.
Therefore, these findings indicate the need for a social policy that supports the
indigenous entrepreneur who, typically, has been classified as declining in
significance (Bates, 1997). Specific recommendations for social policy related to the
development of differential programs that meet the needs of each type of entrepreneur
will be addressed in the following chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE
SOCIAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS ANDCONCLUSION
The difficulty of determining the boundaries of social policy lies in the
complexity of comprehending the multi-faceted aspects of social life and its inter-
relatedness to the larger structure of society. Nevertheless, in the effort to establish
the identity and meaning of social policy, much of the social science literature has
taken a definitional approach to this issue, rather than attempting to determine the
domain of social policy. Such an approach has caused social scientists to focus
primarily on defining the common values and beliefs associated with Western social
welfare, and subsequently, social policy. The problem, however, is that social welfare
itself has been subjected to many interpretations over the years. Initially, social
welfare was concerned with the identification and expansion of services to families,
children and workers. However, the term social welfare now loosely refers not only
to public assistance and social insurance, but to all social programs. The confusion
created by such ambiguity has not only added to the problem of comprehending social
welfare, but also its concomitant, social policy. Social policy, while inheriting the
values and beliefs of social welfare is, nevertheless, viewed as a more philosophical
approach to the resolution of an identified social phenomenon. Therefore, mis attempt
to define social policy has created a conceptual dichotomy between social welfare and
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social policy which continues to be cause for debate among those writing in this
genre.
Definitional Approach to Social Policy
The complexity of attempting to understand social welfare and subsequently
social policy is to be found when one considers the work of Rein (1970). Rein,
influenced by British social welfare scholar, Richard M. Titmus, tends to see social
policy very much in the same manner. Therefore, when defining social policy, he
includes an array of disciplines, such as history, politics and economics, which he
argues must be involved in the area of social policy. Additionally, Rein expands this
definition to include services such as education and medical care, and in doing so, he
appears to make arbitrary decisions for including a myriad of services and disciplines
in his definition. This approach is also found later in his use of the construct, social
policy paradigm. Rein (1973) approaches the notion of paradigms in a model or
definitional sense and attempts to use the Kuhnian paradigm in social policy study.
His attempts to define paradigm, as noted in one critique of his work (Foster, 1984),
is probably accounted for in his omission of the larger societal settings in clarifying
what he meant by social policy paradigm. As a result, he tries to resolve the
definitional problem of social policy study by first using the paradigm to frame certain
values and beliefs, then, attempting to frame those values around social welfare.
Although Rein was never able to resolve the complexity of social policy, there
has been a recent attempt to resolve it by "unraveling" the construct to see what
values and beliefs it should hold. The best exemplar is Gil's (1981) popular work
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Unraveling Social Policy which is widely read by social workers in differential social
policy courses. Gil, offering a radical approach, argues against social scientists who
equate social policy with social welfare at the exclusion of economic policy. This, he
insists, only leads to fragmented social policy formulation. Instead, he offers a
conceptual model of social policy which would identify the common domain of all
social policies and the key processes which create variations in the content.
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, Gil like others before him (Titmus, 1950; Rein
1970), settles for a definitional approach for social policy, which does not resolve the
issue of how phenomena get into the domain of social policy.
Domain of Social Policy
It appears critical that some approach to the domain of study must be
considered if one is to advance the notion of social policy. Boulding (1967) tries to
advance this idea by arguing that die issue is not defining social policy, but which
discipline or disciplines, determines how phenomena are allowed into the domain of
social policy study. In the late 1960's, Boulding suggests that social policy was on the
edge of a revolution similar to that which occurred in economic policy. Boulding
indicates that the problem is that the information being gathered by social workers and
social policy analysts is not being processed and resolved into a modified image of
American society. However, the capacity to determine the domain is only possible,
Boulding asserts, if theoretical models are based on social reality which ultimately
guides the collection and processing of information. These models, then, would be
transformed into an integrated information system which would be used by a council
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of social advisors, who would in turn, inform the government on social policy issues
in a manner similar to the advice given by economic advisors. According to Boulding,
without such a system, social policy decisions will continue to be ad hoc and based on
false images of the world.
Nevertheless, in his critique of the definitional approach, Boulding suggests,
(1) that the question of domain has not been answered in social policy, (2) a need for
a more explicit conceptualization of social policy based on social reality and, (3) a
need for more conceptual and theoretical work. In answer to his first concern
regarding the domain of social policy, it appears apparent that Boulding did not quite
comprehend that social workers and social policy analysts possess an unwitting and
unwritten approach to the domain of social policy. Their approach, traditionally, tends
to see the domain of social problem study as the flip side to the domain of social
policy formulation. Therefore, when a phenomena negatively impacts society, how the
problem enters into the domain of social policy is determined in one of three ways, or
a combination thereof. The first way social problems are determined is the popular or
orthodox way. This occurs, when a negative phenomenon affects a significant number
of people. It is found however, upon further analysis that these persons are more
"significant" in that they are "elite," rather than being "significant" in terms of the
actual "number" being negatively impacted by the phenomenon. This group generally
has more access to the mass media, as well as, the legal system as a means for
resolving their issues or concerns. Therefore, this approach is typically viewed as a
mass media or elite approach in social problem study. A recent example of the mass
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media approach is the national attention focused on the homicides occurring in
suburban white schools. It should be noted that gang violence and homicides in urban
schools, received little, if any, national attention before and during the same period.
Secondly, social problems may enter into the domain through social movement
organizations (SMOs). These organizations identify phenomena which significantly
impacts middle income and working class groups who generally do not have access to
the media or class links to the legal system.
Social movement organizations differ from spontaneous protests (i.e. riots) and
mass protests (i.e., million man march), in that, they have an hierarchical
organizational structure with leadership and clear change goals. These SMOs can be
seen nationally, in multiple situations, such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD) and the National Gay Task Force. These SMOs tend to be compatible with
radical values regarding the use of conflict aimed at social change. Moreover, they
are usually the only alternative for working class people to bring attention and
resolution to negative phenomena. The third approach, is a combination of the elite
approach and the use of SMOs, in which sympathetic individuals and groups, get
involved in the cause and join the social movement itself. Such was the case with
AIDS research, which was virtually ignored in the media and by the government,
until multiple SMOs and celebrities took up the charge in concert with progressive
gay activists.
These three approaches tend to set the domain around social problem study,
therefore limiting themselves to negative phenomena for analysis of social problem
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resolution. This approach to setting the domain in social policy study has been used
by social workers in their attempt to resolve or ameliorate social problems. Although
Boulding did not recognize this approach to social policy, he was nevertheless correct
in that (1) social workers and social policy analysts tend to look at negative
phenomena in the domain and, (2) there is an absence of conceptual and theoretical
work.
Therefore, this study attempts to respond to Boulding's call for the need for
general conceptual work in the area of social policy. Hence, this study pulls upon the
formal social policy lectures of professor Foster (1993-94) at Clark Atlanta University
and his conceptual work, which he terms the Social Policy Ideogram (1985) or SPI.
Foster talks about societal paradigms as three "cameras" placed in front of the "Is vs
Ought = Social Policy" (SPI) ideogram. These cameras allows a person to "picture"
differential epistemologies of social policy (see Figure 3). In this sense, he has
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In this manner, grand societal theory is used to discuss contemporary social
policy phenomena within the SPI conceptualization as seen differentially from the
three competing societal paradigms. Hence, the Social Policy Ideogram is a non-
definitional approach to social policy identification and formulation. In this sense,
social policy is seen in an ideographic fashion; that is, you cannot define it in the
manner attempted by most in the policy literature. It is a word symbol, used in
multiple situations, which tends to indicate that the user has a complex set of values
and beliefs, and when something meets these values, then this word is evoked by the
user. For example, using the word "conservative" to describe a manner of dress,
house, or social policy is not an attempt to define the item being referenced, but
represents denotations and expressions which reflect these complex values called
conservatism.
Therefore, the Social Policy Ideogram is offered as a conceptual approach in
the resolution of the more limited definitional approach to social policy study. This
approach allows for a constant comparative approach to social phenomena. For
example, when social problems ("Is") enter into the domain of social policy, then the
decision becomes how much or how little governmental intervention will be used to
resolve the problem ("ought"). This decision is determined primarily by the values
and beliefs of conservative and liberal societal paradigmatic traditions, although
governmental intervention also may come from the radical tradition. Conservative
intervention tends to be residual or temporary, whereas intervention by liberals and
radicals tend to argue for institutional intervention ("versus") by human service
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organizations. Social policy, then, is ultimately determined by which of these societal
traditions or paradigms has epistemological and political hegemony regarding a given
phenomenon.
This study makes use of SPI as it allows for positive phenomena to enter the
domain of social policy study. This is particularly true for this study on African
American entrepreneurship and other nationalistic self-help efforts. In addition to this
approach, and as previously noted, this study is also influenced by the black radical
sociological tradition which is an ideological commitment to researching issues related
to social change (Watson, 1976). It should be noted that this study does not eschew
the orthodox radical approach to understanding the political economy of African
Americans in the urban setting; however, one of the intentions is to make
modifications to the overall radical meta-physics by offering positive values and
beliefs about African American entrepreneurs. In doing so, this study attempts to
offer an intra-paradigmatic correction particularly for those writing in the black
radical tradition who continue to characterize African American entrepreneurs as
simply exploitive and petty bourgeois. This study therefore challenges the notion that
African American entrepreneurship is exactly the same as the petty bourgeois
phenomenon commonly found in Western European society by Marx and others
operating out of this tradition. For those radical African American scholars writing in
this tradition (Bracey, et al., 1970; Boggs, 1971; Staples, 1976; Marable, 1983) the
application of old-fashioned Marxist meta-physics to a contemporary analysis of urban
African American entrepreneurs does not provide a goodness of fit with the historical
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and current reality of the urban African American community. Contrary to the
exploitive image put forth by these black radicals, the participant observation
conducted in this study indicates that their descriptions are not based on empirical
reality. In fact, urban African American entrepreneurs provide employment to local
residents, are very active in community organizations and volunteer efforts, and,
provide in-kind services, such as use of local business for meetings and donating
supplies to organizations with social action goals.
Analysis of these entrepreneurs gives rise to the pressing need for a radical
conceptual model which portrays these entrepreneurs with various attributes, rather
than viewing them as a singular petty bourgeois, white oriented business group. This
study's model (see Figure 4) of African American community well-being is intended
to resolve this conceptual dilemma.
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Figure 4




1. Hiring of local residents
2. Provide a service to local
community
3. Network and purchase from other
African American businesses
Social Change
1. Organic links to community
members
2. Involved in local
organizations and institutions
3. Facilitators in vanguard
protests
Constructed Types of Urban Entrepreneurs
Emerging
Business Owners
1. New business trends:
computer technology,
business services, etc.
2. Business in residential
or central business
district
3. Limited access to city
and government
contracts








2. Business primarily in
residential district
3. Little access to city and
government contracts
4. In business 5-25 years





















Therefore, the preliminary policy recommendations give consideration to this
group for their positive potential, as well as, the need for a differential approach to
support each entrepreneurial type. This approach does not argue that one type of
entrepreneur is better or more relevant to community welfare, man the other, but
based on the locations of their businesses, each will impact the community in different
ways. For example, the emerging business owner, able only to hire only a few local
employees, may not live close to his business, and may or may not operate a business
in the urban residential area. Similarly, corporate purveyors, usually locate their
businesses close to their customers which tends to be private corporations and
governmental agencies. Although they hire more full-time employees from the urban
area, this group does not tend to reside within the urban residential community. The
indigenous entrepreneur, on the other hand, tends to live in the urban residential area
and primarily serves and employs local residents.
Based on these preliminary findings, it appears that the emerging business
owner would benefit from greater access to government procurement opportunities
that would assist in business growth and promote longevity. The recommendation by
Boston (1997) to apply the Atlanta Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) standards to
contracts under $20,000 would possibly help this emerging group. However, Boston's
recommendation to expand the EBO program to African America businesses in the
suburbs is seen as possibly being injurious to this group and the local residents.
Boston is basing his recommendation on the fact that these suburban businesses hire
one-third of their employees from the inner city. However, in his study, he notes that
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only 62.9% of these businesses are within walking distance from public
transportation. This is in contrast to the 98.2% of urban businesses which are located
within walking distance from public transportation. These findings appear incongruous
to his recommendation, especially considering that 19.2% of the current suburban
employees are from low-income neighborhoods and probably rely on public
transportation to get to work. This study recommends that the EBO program be
expanded to indigenous or emerging urban businesses which are located in residential
or mixed commercial/residential areas. This would not only assist the African
American businesses, but provide local employment for these low-income residents.
Policy recommendations for the corporate purveyor, includes finding ways for
this group to develop new business ventures. Although this group has access to
procurement opportunities, nevertheless, these entrepreneurs are faced with lending
practices, such as redlining and undercapitalization, which impact on their ability to
expand their businesses. One option may be partnering with private industry or with
other African American purveyors to strengthen their financial capabilities for
expansion. Additionally, this group may be encouraged to engage in a partnership or
to mentor an emerging business owner and/or the indigenous entrepreneur.
The indigenous entrepreneur appears to have been overlooked in terms of
business opportunities with city and governmental agencies despite their service and
organic linkages to the urban neighborhood. Given these concerns, this study proposes
several ways this group can be bolstered and supported to continue their positive
efforts in the community. The primary recommendation of this study is that the city
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provide a formal structure for the community business organizations, similar to that of
the neighborhood planning units (NPUs). The NPUs currently meet quarterly with
city government to discuss neighborhood issues. A similar arrangement for urban
African American entrepreneurs would ensure that their needs are addressed on a
regular basis, provide needed technical assistance and encourage strategies for
developing procurement opportunities. This type of cooperation would also provide a
forum for identifying and resolving issues such as redlining and undercapitalization
which adversely impact this group.
The second recommendation is a form of self-help which has been used
historically by other African American entrepreneurial groups. This self-help effort
involves the formation of an economic cooperative similar to the Colored Merchants
Association (CMA) that existed in Atlanta in the 1930's. The CMA was similar to
other cooperatives in that merchants used the organization to purchase common
supplies in volume and the benefits were passed on to members of the cooperative.
Such a organization would provide significant assistance to this group because their
profit margin is limited by the low-wages of their customers and location of their
businesses. Therefore, these two recommendations form the basis for providing
differential assistance to the indigenous entrepreneurial group.
Additional recommendations include working closely with human service
organizations and large corporations. The indigenous entrepreneurs have daily contact
with customers from the neighborhood and tend to be acutely aware of community
needs. Human service organizations and public health agencies can sponsor programs
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or prevention efforts in collaboration with these entrepreneurs to address issues
directed at the elderly (i.e. nutrition, safety, etc.), teens (i.e. health education, peer
mediation, etc.), children (i.e. lead poisoning, health inoculations, etc.) and other
identified groups. Such an approach could prove to be an effective means of working
with local residents who may be more receptive to outreach programs which are
community based and initiated by local entrepreneurs.
Corporations can also provide assistance, especially to those with retail stores,
by offering special product or sales promotions which would boost customer
patronage and profit. Also, corporations can fund special community projects or
underwrite some of the initial costs of developing a merchants association. Such
collaborative efforts between human service organizations, corporations and
indigenous entrepreneurs promotes community welfare through positive interaction
with local residents and the provision of needed services in a neighborhood setting.
Conclusion
This study has attempted to bring attention to the African American
entrepreneur and their often overlooked, yet critical, contributions to the overall
welfare of the urban community. A historical, as well as, contemporary analysis of
these contributions shows that this group has a rich business tradition that deserves to
be acknowledged and studied. African American community well-being is being
offered as a positive conceptualization of this group and is intended to stand in
contrast to the existing pathological model of the urban community and its residents.
It is hoped that this construct will be used as a tool for future research and a model
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that may guide social work practice and social policy aimed at assisting this group,
and thereby ending general efforts for community betterment.
This study has indicated that African American entrepreneurs not only hire
local residents and support historically black colleges, institutions and organizations,
but they have been historical facilitators in vanguard protests and social movements.
Therefore, the depiction of this group as being static, petty bourgeois, and not
involved in social change appears to be without merit. It is hoped that future research
on this group will continue to use the black radical sociological tradition as it appears
to offer the best approach for conceptualizing the contributions of this group and then-
social change efforts. Radical researchers are strongly encouraged to avoid uncritical
application of the Marxist meta-narrative in a mindless fashion regarding this African
American entrepreneurial sector. The three types of entrepreneurs presented in this
study are not intended to portray all the types of entrepreneurs which exist in the
urban area, but should be used as a guide for providing differential policies and
programs aimed at bolstering each group based on their contribution, and potential
contributions, to the community. Although each type of entrepreneur deserves
recognition for their contributions, particular attention should be provided to the
indigenous entrepreneur who continues to provide a service to neighborhood residents
in working class communities.
Although this was a limited pilot effort, attempts were made to ensure that the
data presented were based on the social reality of this group. To this end, the para-
apartheid model set the stage to frame this conceptualization, along with the economic
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detour and truncated Afro-American middleman models. All these models proved to
be instructive, as well as insightful, for gaining an understanding of this group.
Additionally, all the methodologies utilized in this study were critical to
conceptualizing the role and place of the entrepreneur in the urban setting. However,
it should be noted, that the participant observation offered the most rewarding
experience in this study and this approach will be included in future research on this
group.
The aforementioned policy recommendations are made in response to the
limitations of this pilot effort and are offered as preliminary recommendations.
However, there is a need for additional conceptual and empirical work with African
American entrepreneurs to determine additional ways this group benefits their local
communities. It should be noted, that this study does not make a dichotomy between
the conceptual qualitative approach and empirical data gathering. The constructive
typological approach is viewed as integral and concomitant to the gathering of
empirical data and formed the basis for this social policy study.
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APPENDIX A
Business as listed by survey respondents and as classified for study bv
Polar Type J J
Emerging BusinesxnWnp>rS
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Architectural and Interior Design
Art gallery and framing












Coffee and Sandwich Shop
Convenience Store (2)
Day Care
Dry Cleaning and Laundry (2)
Florist
Furniture Upholstery and Design
Printing and Sales
Real Estate
Retail Store (home decorations)
Restaurant
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sitting
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painting


















































































family engaged in used
car lot/auto sales/livery
family engaged in electric
company
family engaged in dry
cleaners
family engaged in bail
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family engaged in law firm
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family engaged in nursing
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School of Social Work
Atlanta, GA 30314
AFRICAN AMERICAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
The questions below elicit information about African American entrepreneurship. Please
check the ONE best answer for each question.
SECTION I: BUSINESS OWNERSHIP
1. Based on the following categories, how is your primary business registered with





2. What is the principal activity or enterprise in which this business engages? Please
describe (e.g. wholesale foods, automotive sales, etc.)
3. Is your primary business located in the city of Atlanta?
A. yes In which quadrant? South North East West
B. no
4. How long has this business been in operation?
A. less than 5 years
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B 5 to 10 years
C. 11 to 15 years
D. more than 15 years




D. financial institution (bank, credit union, etc.)
E. other:
6. Where is the business located? (point of contact with customers)
A. predominately commercial area
B. predominantly residential area
C. mixed residential and commercial area
D. in my home
E. other
7. Where do your customers/clients come from?
A. local neighborhood only
B. metro Atlanta area (including neighborhood)





8. Who are your customers/clients?
A. neighborhood residents
B. other African American businesses
C. State agencies
D. governmental agencies
E. privately owned non-African American businesses
F. non-profit businesses/organizations
G. metro Atlanta residents
H. other:
9. How many paid employees currently work at this business?
A. myself only
B. 1 to 3
C. 4 to 10
D. 11 to 15
E. more than 15

















G. none of the above
13. If any of your family members engaged, at any time, in a personal business venture
after regular working hours, indicate the type of venture (check all that apply):
A. lawn service
B. car repair








I. does not apply
14. If question #13 applied to you, how did your family member's participation in this
business venture influence your decision to become an entrepreneur?
A. greatly
B. somewhat
C. not at all
SECTION n: COMMUNITY WELL-BEING
15. State the 3 most important ways in which you have contributed to the well-being




16. How have you contributed to self-help efforts in the broader African American
community within the City of Atlanta? (check all that apply):
A. helped start community based program
B. offer apprenticeships to college graduates
C. hold leadership position in local organization
D. lead/support fund raising efforts
E. donate supplies to local organizations/school
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donate professional skills to local organizations
G. _mentor local youths
H. assist others in business start ups
I. provide information/advice/assistance to customers requesting help
J._ offer the use ofmy office/store for community meetings
K, referrals to other business persons
L. other:
17. What is the makeup of the general community in which this business is located?
(Check all that apply)
A. mostly African Americans
mostly whites
mixed ethnic groups
B. mostly business owners or professionals
mostly skilled tradesmen/blue collar
mostly homemakers or retirees
mixed income residents
C. one family homes
buildings for two or more families
D. little mobility/turnover in business and residences
moderate mobility/turnover in businesses and residences
>reat mobility/turnover in business and residences
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18. Are you a member of a church in the city of Atlanta?
A. yes
B. no
19. Are you a graduate of a Historically Black College or University (HBCU)?
A. yes
B. no




C. I do not have college aged children




22. How many ofthe paid employees live in the City of Atlanta?
A. none
B. 1 to 5
C. 6 to 10




23. Ofyour paid employees, how many ofthem are African American?
A. none
B. Ito5
C. 6 to 10
D. 11 to 15
E. over 15
24. Why do you continue to operate a business in the City of Atlanta? (check all that
apply):
A. I grew up here
B. reasonable real estate costs
C. the business has always been located here
D. under served community
E. property owner
F. know the community
G. making a contribution to the well-being ofthe community
H. other:
25. Are you a member of one of the community business organizations as listed in the
City of Atlanta Directory ofNeighborhood Organizations (e.g. M.L.K/Ashby
Merchants Association, East Atlanta Business Association, Central Atlanta





26. If the answer to question #25 is "yes", how many of those business organizational
meetings did you attend in 1998?
A. none
B. 1 to 4
C. 5 to 8
D. 9 to 12
27. Describe the community growth and revitalization events in which you played a
major role since operating your business (e.g. zoning ordinances, removal of




28. Which type of organization/institution did you make a charitable contribution to in
1998? (check all that apply):
A !ocal African American (e.g. college, high school band, sports team,
Atlanta Business League, etc.)
B national African American (e.g. UNCF, NAACP, etc.)
C non-African American (e.g. Rotary Club, Kiwanis, Lions Club, etc.)







I did not make a charitable contribution in 1998
F. other:
Please indicate if you have attended a meeting in 1998 at any of the following
organizations (check all that apply):
A. Butler Street YMCA Hungry Club luncheon
B. Atlanta Business League
C. Atlanta Urban League










What do you think was the most significant issue before the Atlanta City Council
relating to your business in 1998? (Please indicate):
How many Atlanta City Council Meetings did you attend related to the issue




B. 1 to 4
C. 5 to 8
D. 9 to 12
32. Please indicate ifyou advertise in any ofthe following (check all that apply):
A. Atlanta Black Pages
B. Atlanta Daily World
C Atlanta Voice
D Atlanta Business Chronicle






33. Please indicate which items you purchase from other African American businesses
(check all that apply):
A. office supplies
B newspaper subscription















Have you ever been awarded a contract from the City of Atlanta under the Equal
Business Opportunity (EBO) Program?
A yes
B. no
35. Please indicate if you are a current member ofthe following business
organizations: (check all that apply)
A Atlanta Black Professionals Network
B Atlanta Women in Business
C Atlanta Business League
D Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
F
Atlanta Urban League
Better Business Bureau ofMetropolitan Atlanta
G Georgia Minority Supplier Development Council








L. 100 Black Women
M. 100 Black Men
N. Georgia Association of Minority Entrepreneurs
O. Black MBA Association
P. Other(list)
Q 1 am not a member of a business organization
SECTION HI: DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE BUSINESS OWNER
37. Are you: (check one answer in each category):
A. Currently residing:
within City of Atlanta
B.





















38. What additional information would you like others to know about you as an
African American entrepreneur:
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